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ABSTRACT
This paper brings out the various techniques we have
followed to build a production ready scalable classifier
system. This system is used to classify the tickets
raised by employees of an organization. The end users
raise the tickets in Natural language which is then
automatically classified by the classifier. This is a
practical industry applied research paper in the area of
machine learning. We have applied different machine
learning and natural language processing techniques
like active learning and random under sampling. The
application of these techniques has helped in improving
the accuracy of the prediction. We have used clustering
for handling the data issues found in the training data.
The approach we used for the core classifier combined
the results of multiple machine learning algorithms
using suitable scoring techniques. The overall solution
architecture used ensured the meeting of production
grade software system attributes of reliability,
availability and scalability.

KEYWORDS
Natural Language Processing, Machine Learning,
Active Learning, Classification, Clustering, Name
Entity Recognition, Committee-based approach,
Cluster then Label, Shallow semantic parsing,
Ontology, Cognitive Process Automation, Partial
Training, TF-IDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency)

1 INTRODUCTION
Building classifiers for natural language text input
is a well-researched topic. However there is still
active interest in this subject. Researchers are
trying
alternate
techniques
to
improve
classification accuracy. Basu (2012) explores how
additional features can help build accurate
classifiers. Gunter (2010) has explored combining

output of different classifiers to get a more
accurate classification.
Researchers are also working on techniques to
handle the data related challenges. Changes are
made in the data front to improve the quality of
text classification. Sanjoy (2008) discusses active
learning approaches to improve training corpus.
We have built a text classification system which is
in live production use. Key focus areas of the built
system are:
 Pre-processing / Cleaning of the training
data
 Building accurate classifier
 Performing in Real Time
 Scaling with use
Text classifiers work well for well separated clean
data. However in presence of noisy un-clean data,
special techniques need to be employed to build
accurate classifiers. We have researched different
techniques to work with different data related
challenges. We applied active learning, random
under sampling and adjacent class merging to
improve the quality of training data.
We researched different techniques to build more
accurate text classifier. We applied different
classification techniques including support vector
machines, logistic regression and ridge classifier.
We also have experimented with ensembling
techniques for combining the output of multiple
classifiers.
Scalability of solution was ensured by the
horizontal scalable architecture used. When
additional load was to be handled we just had to
add one additional virtual machine to the cluster.
Performing in near real time was ensured by use of
load balancers which ensured load for any system
in the cluster was within thresholds.
2 BACKGROUND

1
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Employees face a lot of issues across different
functions in the organization like Payroll,
Infrastructure, Facilities, Applications, etc. When
employees raise a ticket they are traditionally
asked to manually select a category for their ticket
from a hierarchical menu driven interface. This
leads to a lot of wrong selection of choice by end
user. This in turn causes tickets to be raised in
wrong bucket and delays the resolutions due to reassignments.
Incidents in the organization are logged using
different incident logging mechanisms. All of
them have a traditional User interface which users
navigate based on their understanding of the
problem statement. There was no natural language
interface. There were many in-accuracies in the
incident logging process since it was dependent on
the users understanding of the issue and whether
they chose the right system, right screen and right
item in screen to log the problem. Users would
navigate, select the classification, enter their
problem and submit. The issue with this was that
users frequently did not know under which
category to raise the ticket and hence raised the
same in the wrong category. This leads to reassignment of tickets where the ticket landed in
the wrong bucket and hence was continuously
passed around before it landed in the correct
bucket to finally get resolved. There was more
than 35% re-assignment index.
A huge volume of tickets are raised across
functions every day. Hence a 35% re-assignment
was in effect compounding the load of an already
loaded support team. A system had to be designed
which understands the natural language
description entered by end user to automatically
log the incident in the correct category.
We have built a system which accepts a Natural
language text input from end user and
automatically classifies the entered description in
the right category. The challenge in building such
a system is that the training data is noisy, a larger
number of classes needs to be handled and the
classification has to happen in near real time.

There is a lot of research addressing each of the
challenges brought out in the previous section.
Few of the key ones are highlighted in this section.
Sanjoy (2008) handles large training data with
minimal label using active learning approaches.
Ullman (Chapter 12) details many algorithms in
the “Large Scale Machine Learning” chapter.
Each of these algorithms has potential application
for the current use case. Gunter (2010) discusses
how classifications returned by multiple classifiers
can be combined using novel boosting techniques
to improve the accuracy of classification. Zhu
(2009) discusses how semi supervised techniques
can be used to handle combinations of labelled and
un-labelled data to build classifiers. Haibo
discusses how synthetic sampling techniques can
be used to handle imbalanced classes.
Handling large number of classes in machine
learning is a separate focused research area.
Active learning has also been used frequently for
handling large number of classes. Jain (2009) has
found a probabilistic k-nearest neighbors
technique to efficiently handle very large number
of classes. Sotoris (2006) brings out the different
techniques in handling imbalanced data. These
cover techniques of random under sampling,
oversampling, etc. There are also techniques
which handle this issue at the machine learning
model level itself. (C4.5 Tree, One class
classification, is some of the possible algorithms.).
Classification of service tickets by correlating
different data sources as well as contextual
services has been done in Gargi (2014). In Julia
(2015) classification of data with noisy labels has
been done using two class classification and
application of inter class. In Weizhang (2014)
active learning of labels for training data using LSI
subspace signature is discussed. In Andreas
(2015) an ensemble of classifiers is used. The aim
is to be able to classify using data which is
represented in different ways. In Bruce (1996) it
was found that an ensemble of classifiers
performed much better than individual classifiers
4 DATA IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES

3 PRIOR RESEARCH
The key challenge is the training data provided to
us was unclean. On careful analysis we found
many issues
2
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Classification to happen on unstructured
text which was unclean with unwanted
texts including names, dates, etc.
(Unclean Data)
The input data had 3000 + classes. (Data
with large number of classes)
There were also a significant number of
tickets assigned to wrong classes.
(Wrongly Labelled data)
Ticket data was imbalanced with some
classes having large number of tickets and
others
having
too
few
tickets.
(Imbalanced training data)





ID
1

2

Data Challenge
Unclean data

4

Wrongly
labelled data
Large number of
classes
Imbalanced data

5

Too less data

3

Technique followed
Named Entity recognition
tagging and filtering out the
tagged data
Stop word removal
Active learning
Clustering followed by Auto
Labelling
Random oversampling for some
classes based on given accuracy.
Active learning

This section brings out how we can handle the
different data related challenges based on analysis
of the different research in this area and our
experiments in this space. It brings out under what
circumstances which approach can be applied.
Table 1: Techniques followed to solve data challenges

4.1 Techniques for Handling Unclean Data
Premise



Training data is not clean with unwanted text
including names, dates, and unwanted words.

Philosophy





Good understanding of the data and what is
causing it to be un-clean
Creation of pattern recognizers / machine
learning models to identify entities to tag and
remove tokens causing issues
Named Entity Recognition techniques used to
identify dates and proper names. These were
then filtered from the text.



A domain specific stop word list to be created.
This will be used to further filter the unwanted
text. Concept graphs were extracted with
focus only on the nouns. This will again be
used to weed out unwanted text.

Targeted End Result

Clean corpus with all the unwanted data removed.
High Level Approach

Named Entity Recognition Approach (NER)
 Train classifier for named entity recognition
 Tag the data using the NER
 Remove the offending data
o This processing has to be done on both
the testing and training sets.
Stop Word List Approach
 A domain specific stop word list was created.
 This was used to further filter the unwanted
text.
4.2 Increasing Available Clean Training corpus
Premise





Difficult to manually get an accurately
labelled complete corpus
Have a small clean base corpus.
Have a larger wrongly labelled / un-labelled
data

Philosophy

Active Learning Approach to build a training
corpus from un-labelled data.
 Use the small clean corpus to build a bigger
corpus using the Active Learning approach
 Rather than clean complete corpus, find
instances which are most un-clean
 Manually curate this un-clean set and label
them
 Higher benefits since we are targeting tickets
which are most un-clean.
Targeted End Result

To get a larger corpus for training the machine
learning algorithm

3
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Alternate High Level Approaches








Identify the most un-clean instances for
manually labelling
o Train classifier with core set of clean
tickets
o For each unlabeled instance
o Measure prediction uncertainty
o Choose instances with highest
uncertainty
o Manually validate and label these
instances.
Self-Training
o A classifier is built using smaller
corpus. This is used to predict the
labels of the un-labelled data
Label using 1 nearest neighbor
o Find the nearest labelled neighbor and
label using this
Cluster and then Label
o Cluster the tickets
o Build a classifier for each cluster using
labelled instances in that cluster
o Classify all un-labelled instances in
that cluster.

Input is a set of training points some of which are
labelled and the rest are not.
 All the input training data points are clustered
using the k-means algorithm.
 For each resulting cluster, get all the labeled
instances in this cluster (Say S)
 If S is non-empty, learn a supervised predictor
from S: fS = L(S).
 Apply fS to all unlabeled instances in this
cluster.
 If S is empty, use the predictor f trained from
all labeled data.
The output will be the labelled data based on the
supervised classifier L.
4.3 Technique for Handling Wrongly Labelled
Data
Premise



Philosophy



Detailed Approach to Identify the Most Unclean Data for
Re-labelling

Voting approach:
 Get the uncertainty of classification for an
instance based on the disagreements amongst
members of the voting group
o Members of the voting group are the
set of algorithms selected for voting
 Tickets ranked on descending order with
tickets with maximum disagreement being
placed at top of list
 Top x% (say 20%) of tickets will be chosen
for further cleaning
 Most successfully used method
 A classifier is built using smaller corpus. This
is used to predict the labels of the un-labelled
data
Detailed Approach for Increasing the Training Data Set
Using Cluster-then-Label

We selected a clustering algorithm A (k-means)
and a supervised classifier algorithm L. (Support
Vector Machine)

There is a list of labelled training data which
are known to have been wrongly labelled
Use the wrongly labelled data to build a
classifier to identify further wrongly labelled
data in training corpus

End Result

Have a more accurately labelled corpus for
training the machine learning algorithm
Detailed Approach






Build a classifier to identify mislabeled data.
Collect mislabeled data and use the same to
train this classifier. This assumes there is
some kind of pattern to the mislabeling.
This could be used to predict other data if they
are mislabeled.
Re-label manually all mislabeled data

4.4 Technique for Handling Large Number of
Classes
Premise



Data set has too many classes

4
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Many of the classes were highly correlated.
There is a possibility that many of these labels
are very close to each other
Is there a way closely related labels can be
identified and merged automatically
Group similar
techniques

Premise




Philosophy



lower accuracy on the classes with less data can be
tolerated.

labels

using

different

Targeted End Result

Data set has variation in the number of
instances available for each class
Some classes have lot of data and others have
very less

Philosophy



Have a smaller number of classes. Training data
set will be grouped based on the smaller set of
classes.

Choose a representative data set so that
o Accuracy of classifications are good
o Classes with lots of data do not
overwhelm the classes with very data

Different Approaches

Targeted End Result

There are many available approaches in literature.
These include reducing the classes by calculating
the similarity of the classes, Reduce the number of
labels by finding the correlations between labels
using generative models, etc. We went with the
approach of clustering followed by auto labelling.
We have detailed the approach in the following
section.

Good classification accuracy.
classification are usable.

Detailed Approach – Cluster Followed By Auto Labelling







Cluster the entire training set
Number of clusters will be set to the target
number of classes we are looking for
Post clustering identify the labels of original
data set which fall into a cluster
Choose the label with maximum data in a
cluster as the name of the cluster
To improve quality an audit can be done of
the clustering to ensure there is indeed a
logical grouping of similar labels

4.5 Technique for Handling Imbalanced Classes
The issue is that traditional classifiers seeking an
accurate performance over a full range of
instances are not suitable to deal with imbalanced
learning tasks, since they tend to classify all the
data into the majority class. We need to ensure
classes with less data are also suitably represented.
One positive point of the domain of our interest
was typically the classes with less data are
correspondingly the less important class. Hence a

Results

of

Different Approaches

There are many available approaches in literature.
These include:
 Adaptive synthetic sampling to generate a
balanced sample
 Oversample the classes with less data to
ensure comparative data across classes
 Random under sampling of classes with more
data
Detailed Approach – Oversample the Classes with Less
Data




Process the training data
For classes with less data randomly pick data
from these classes till number of tickets in
these classes in equivalent to the other classes

5 CLASSIFER ARCHITECTURE
Solution had to address the different challenges
listed above.

5
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terms, etc. A vectorization is done on features.
This is followed by compression to lower
dimensionality.

Input
Text

Monitoring

Pre Processing

Output
Respons
e

Predictor

NLP Process

NLP
Process

Trained
Model

Auto
Learn
Loopback

Build
model

NLP
Process

User
choice

5.3 Build Model
Agent
choice

Ticket
DB

Training
Data

Figure 1: Solution Diagram

Figure 1 represents the main high level modules of
the solution.
5.1 Pre-Processing
This step is done to ensure data is suitable for
building accurate models. This is an offline
activity and happens each time additional data is
available to train the system. Different machine
learning techniques are applied based on the
understanding of the data as to what is applicable.
The data is analyzed to understand its
characteristics. If it is found to have less clean
training data but a larger unclean or unlabeled data
set, then techniques like cluster then label as well
as identification of most unclean data for manual
labelling is followed.
If it is found to have
imbalanced classes then random oversampling
techniques will be applied. If there are too many
classes then cluster followed by auto labelling
techniques will be applied to reduce the number of
classes. All these techniques are discussed in the
Handling Data Related challenges section.
5.2 NLP Process
This block accepts unstructured text. The
unstructured text is tokenized. Stop words are
removed. Special named entity recognition is run
to remove irrelevant words like user names and
contact details. Then the important features are
extracted. Features can include bi-grams / trigrams / n-grams, presence of certain important

Once the data pre-processing is over we will come
to the actual task of building the classifier models.
Algorithm should have following characteristics:
1. Is a supervised machine learning algorithm
2. Handles text classification
3. Can handle the size of the training set
a. Many algorithms will satisfy 1 and
2 above however when used for
training they never completed the
training cycle.
4. Prediction should be in near real time
Choosing the algorithms

An iterative process is followed to shortlist the
correct algorithms. Different algorithms perform
well with different kinds of data. Based on
benchmarking of different algorithms the best
performing algorithms are selected
 Parameters for selection will vary from
domain to domain
 Key Parameters which we considered in order
of importance are :
o F- Score, Precision, Re-call
 Without good benchmarks in
this the system would give
wrong classifications
o Model Prediction Time
 Near Real time system needed
this
o Model building Time
 Certain algorithms did not
complete the training cycle and
hence rejected.
After every cycle the above parameters are
verified. If there is a scope for improvement in
these parameters then another cycle is performed
till we get the required level of performance. If for
any algorithm we are unable to reach the desired
level of performance and there is no scope for
improvement then the algorithm is rejected.
At the end of this process the set of algorithms
which are relevant are selected. These algorithms
6
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are enabled as part of the Build Model block.
Whenever new training data arrives it is passed
through the Build Model block. The output of this
block is a set of trained models which are stored in
the Trained Model store.
5.4 Trained model
This is the model store. The trained models are
stored inside this store. The models in the store are
updated whenever the build model block is
triggered with new inputs.
5.5 Prediction
In live use whatever incidents are entered by user
are passed through NLP Process block. The output
of this is then fed to the predictor. The predictor
predicts the output classes using the models in the
trained model store. The key responsibilities of
the predictor are
 Predict using the models in the Trained model
store
 Combine the results of multiple models in the
store
 Score the results
 Share the predicted results with the score to
the end user
Combining and Scoring the Results Using a Committee

This section elaborates the approach followed to
combine results of multiple classifiers and score
the results. The models built by the shortlisted
algorithms are considered members of a
committee. Each of the models predicts possible
classes for the given input. It is possible for a
model to return more than one class also. The
different unique responses can be combined. The
scoring can be based on the number of occurrences
of a class across models. A choice which is
predicted by all models will be given maximum
weightage.
It is also possible to use the individual probability
scores for occurrence of a class as predicted by a
model. The challenge here would be to design a
way to combine probabilities given by different
models.
Scoring of results can also follow a weighted
combination approach. It is possible to assign

more weight for choices given by certain models
of the ensemble based on their historical
prediction accuracy.
Reliability of the system was ensured by bringing
up the accuracy of classification through use of
ensembling techniques across multiple machine
learning algorithms. The further score associated
with each response to ensure user can get the
confidence in the response enhanced the reliability
of the system
5.6 Automatic Learning Loop Back
This module is responsible for ensuring that the
accuracy of the system increases with use. This is
done by implementing a feedback mechanism. The
usage of the choices provided by the system is
tracked to provide feedback. Whenever a ticket is
closed in a class which is different from the
originating class, it is fed back as training data for
the closure class. The ticket database is monitored
regularly for such cases. These tickets are then fed
through the NLP process block and then to the
Build model module to re-build the models.
5.7 Monitoring Process
There is a need to continuously monitor the
different processes. Monitoring will be done to
check if the different blocks are up and running.
The response time for a prediction is tracked. If
there is a degradation of performance below a
certain limit suitable corrective actions will be
taken. Any process which is not responsive for a
pre-configured amount of time will be re-started.
Suitable logging of such incidents will be done.
Root cause analysis will be done for all such cases
to ensure the issue will not re-occur in future.
5.8 Scalable And Available Deployment
The system should be designed to handle a live
use of hundred thousand users. System has to be
designed for 1000+ simultaneous users. Response
has to be under 0.5 sec for the system to be usable.
Hence there is an expectation of near real time
performance. System needs to be accessible across
the globe both within and outside the organization
network for all the employees.
7
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Figure 2: Production Deployment Diagram

The system should be horizontally scalable. There
will be multiple instances of the prediction system
each residing on one machine. To understand the
number of instances a benchmarking is to be done
on an instance of the prediction solution to
evaluate what is the peak load capacity for an
instance beyond which the response time starts
degrading. Based on the peak simultaneous load
to be supported, the number of instances to be
provisioned will be calculated. The load balancer
will be configured to balance the requests across
the different instances based on the performance
and load on each of the instances. An auto
recovery script will be created for each instance
which will ensure that if the performance drops for
any instance then the instance will automatically
re-start.
System is to be accessible across the globe both
within and outside the organization network for all
employees. Hence services need to be deployed
across special machines which are accessible
outside the company network. Based on origin of
request if request is outside the company network,
load balancer will ensure that it will be serviced
from these machines.
The designed solution ensured high availability
since the load balancer automatically re-directed
requests based on server load and uptime. No
requests were sent to any server which was slow in
processing requests or was down.

Please see Figure 2 for the Production deployment
diagram.
6 EXPERIMENTS
We applied the different techniques as detailed in
the previous sections. Detailed below are the
different stages we followed in the actual
implementation of this system.
6.1 Stage 1 – Baselining by Building Initial
Classifier Model
The overall requirements for the solution were
clear and detailed out. We were to develop a
classifier system which was to be able to
accurately classify every ticket to the correct
category. We received historical data dump of
incident tickets with their closure category. Size
of data was in range of half a million incidents and
number of classes was in excess of 2500.
A classifier model has to be built which can
handle text and the given scale of data. Logistic
Regression was chosen for the initial classification
step.
Building the classifier model

Technically the classifier model had to be able to
handle unstructured textual data. To accomplish
this given text description was read in. Each ticket
was taken as an input point. The tickets were split
into training and testing set.
We used 80% of tickets for the training and the
rest were kept aside for testing. The Term
frequency inverse document matrix was created
for the unstructured text. This was followed by a
compression step to reduce the dimensionality of
the input vector. A logistic regression model was
fitted for this set.
Predicting on the test set for this model gave an
accuracy of less than 30%. There were classes
which had no tickets in training set and only
appeared in the test set due to the very less number
of data points for many classes. Sample view of
the classifier output is given in Table 2.
Table 2: Classifier output
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Class Name

Precision

Recall

F1Score

Support

Class Name 1

0.51

0.74

0.6

116

Class Name 2

0.8

0.12

0.21

33

Class Name 3

0

0

0

62

Class Name 4

0.3

0.51

0.38

170

0.33

0.37

0.33

90000

……
Overall

The initial accuracy check was well below 30%.
The system was performing worse than a random
flipping of a fair coin would do. We had a long
way to go before the system could be useful.

From the above table we inferred following:
 45% of classes had 10 tickets or less
 Less than 5% of classes (131) had 400 tickets
or more
 Only 26% of classes had more than 50 tickets
In addition we noticed
 There is one class which had around >56000
ticket
 There are 5 classes with more than 4000
tickets
 There are 68 classes with 1000 tickets or more

6.2 Stage 2 – Data Cleanup
A detailed function wise data analysis was done.
Data issues with each of the function were
unearthed. This step was done in close coordination with the associated function teams.
Stage 2 a. Initial Data Analysis.

We used Pivot table of excel sheet to understand
what is the number of classes and the split of data
among the classes. This test revealed if
 Number of tickets per class is very less
 Number of classes is too large
 Data is imbalanced with few classes having
too many training tickets
A View of the initial data is given table 3.

Sl.
No.

Table 3: Intial data analysis
Number of
Number of Tickets in
Classes
Bucket

1

400

1

2

300

2

3

100

3

4

75

4

5

75

5

6

300

6 - 10

7

800

11 - 50

8

480

51 - 200

9

98

201 - 400

10

131

> 400

Total

2759

~ 500000

Stage 2 b. Class Cleanup – Removing white spaces

A study of classes was under taken. The outcome
of this study of that we noticed there are many
classes with same names. The only difference was
a matter of white spaces and few special
characters.
For example there would classes like
 Hardware issue

Hardware issue
 Hardware Issue
 #>>Hardware Issue
A solution for this was creating a small script
which cleaned all class names. Cleaning of class
names involved removing white space, removing
special characters and changing all class names to
the lower case. Post this data for all classes with
same class names were merged. We saw ~ 10%
reduction in the number of classes post this clean
up activity.
Stage 2 c. Class Cleanup –Merging semantically similar
classes

Post the previous step an audit of the class names
was again done. A pattern of duplicate class
names was noticed. The previous step took care of
the syntactic similarities of the class names. In
this step we account for the semantic similarity of
class names.
For example there were classes which read
 Printer issues
 Issues with printer
 Problems with printer
 Queries on printer issues
9
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A human reader can understand that all these
classes have similar intent. Having multiple
classes for problems with similar intent led to the
issue of same kinds of tickets being logged under
the above different buckets. This led to the
confusion of the classifier. To counteract this a
tool was written which calculated the semantic
similarity between two textual inputs. This tool
was run to find the semantic similarity among
different class names within a function. All
semantically similar classes were renamed to a
single class and tickets for all these classes were
re-tagged to this new class name.
For example in above example there was a single
class called Printer issues post this exercise.
We saw a further 10% reduction in the number of
classes post this exercise.
Stage 2 d. Class Cleanup – Spatial differentiation of
classes with similar intent

We now turned our intention to the classes and the
contents of the classes. We noticed following
pattern. There were different class names for
performing same functionality. The types of
tickets under these classes were essentially similar.
On closer analysis we uncovered that classes were
created based on the resolving group. For example
for the Payroll related classes there were separate
teams handling the payroll queries and issues
based on the region. Hence there would be
following:
 India Payroll
 US Payroll
 UK Payroll
 APAC Payroll, etc.
From the classifier perspective all these classes
would be similar since the ticket data usually will
not have the region specific information. Hence
these similar classes were bringing down the
accuracy of the system. To handle this for all
classes which were affected by region, a region
specific model was built. Based on the region the
query is raised from the appropriate model was
called.

Stage 2 e – Named Entity Recognition to identify noise
words

To understand the data challenges a quick audit of
5% of random sample tickets was done for each of
the functions data. Following categories of
unwanted words were identified:
 People names
 Phone numbers
 Repetitive sentences across incidents which
add no value to identify a ticket as they occur
across different ticket. (For e.g. “Please close
this issue at earliest”)
A named entity recognizer was written to identify
names and phone numbers. A pattern recognizer
was written to identify the repetitive non value
added sentences. All these items were removed
from the ticket corpus.
Stage 2 f Handling Large number of classes

As our analysis showed us we saw in excess of
2500 classes. Post the different techniques as
mentioned in previous sections we could bring this
down to around 2000 classes. This was still a large
number. To optimize this we explored similarity of
issues raised across classes .This analysis was
performed for each function. For example for the
facilities management function there were close to
hundred classes.
A clustering of tickets under this function was
done. Many classes were found to be falling in
same bucket.
For example following are details of some of the
classes which were clustered together as part of
each
of
the
clusters.
Cluster 1:
 Food and Beverages
 Pantry issues - Availability of beverages
Cluster 2:
 Pest control issue - Mosquitoes / Insects
 Cleaning in Cabin / Restroom
Cluster 3:
 Office/Landline connections
 Teleconferencing
Cluster 4:

10
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Queries on 24/7 Project Cab booking
Hiring a cab for late night travel / drop

Due to this exercise we could see around 15%
reduction in the number of classes.
Stage 2 g – Handling imbalanced data

The problem of different classes having vastly
varying number of tickets was still a major issue.
Post the previous steps the number of classes was
still in excess of 1600 classes.
On close analysis of data 1 class was found to
have in excess of 50000 tickets. The class was
machine sanitization. On auditing the ticket
description for this class of tickets it was found
that all tickets of this class follow the same
standard description. It was a standard auto raised
ticket tied to an employee’s movement out of a
project. Hence there was no need to have so many
tickets. Hence just fifty tickets were taken for this
class and the rest 45000 tickets were ignored.
An active elimination of all classes with less than
fifty tickets was done. This was done by merging
these classes with their nearest class. Post this for
all other class with less than two hundred tickets, a
random over sampling was done to ensure there
were a minimum of two hundred tickets across all
remaining classes.
Post this exercise we can see
 A significant reduction of classes
 All classes having a minimum of two hundred
tickets.
Figure representing the change on number of
classes across data cleanup stages

Once data cleansing step was done we focused our
efforts in building a more accurate classifier. A list
of feasible algorithms which were applicable to
our context was short listed. Some of the
algorithms which we considered include:
 Naïve Bayes
 Support Vector Machine
 Ridge Classifier
 Multi-Layer Perceptron
 K-nearest neighbors
 Random Forest classifier, etc.
Algorithm chosen should be able to accurately
discriminate between close classes. There were
issues such that if user specified “Printer was out
of paper” then the algorithm has to classify the
ticket to printer issues under facilities
management. However if user specified “printer
has hardware issues” then the algorithm has to
classify the ticket under printer hardware problem
categories. If there was a network issue which was
in turn causing the printer not being accessible
then it had to classify the ticket under network
category. If user just specified “Printer issue” then
the algorithm would have return all categories
related to printer. Similarly if problem stated is
“My XYZ application is slow” then it should be
placed under XYZ application. If problem stated is
“machine is slow” then it should be placed under
desktop / laptop issues.
For each of the short listed algorithms a detailed
analysis was done on all the listed parameters FScore, Precision, Re-call, Model building Time
and Prediction Time. We also took the precision
measurements at individual function levels. Our
conclusion was no one algorithm performed
equally well for all functions. Also certain
algorithms like the Random forest took very long
time to complete the training process. Algorithms
which took more time were dropped from
consideration.
6.4 Stage 4 – Building the Predictor

Figure 3: Number of classes across clean up stages

6.3 Stage 3 – Building the Classifier Model

The predictor block was developed to use the
models trained by the Model Training block to
predict the class using the NLP processed incident
11
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ticket. The scoring component of the predictor
block combines the results of the multiple models
and scores them. We faced many challenges in
designing the scoring and resulting combination
approach. Each of the individual models gave
multiple results with probabilities. We had to
combine the probability scores returned by the
different algorithms. In the end we combined the
unique responses across the models. The scoring
was based on the number of occurrences of a class
across models. A choice which is predicted by all
models was given maximum weightage.
Once this combination was done, the system was
tested with a hidden test set. The overall accuracy
was calculated. If the accuracy was below a
threshold then the training process was repeated
by asking additional data from the respective
function teams or by increasing the data preprocessing efforts for these classes.
This was followed by a few iterations of the
following steps till acceptable accuracy was
reached.
 Obtain more training data wherever possible
 Apply the Data cleaning approaches
 Perform Re-Training
 Perform Accuracy validation
This whole process was repeated till a satisfactory
accuracy was obtained across the system. The
system is now ready to be used for classification.
In our case the ensemble of Support Vector
Machine and Ridge Classification along with some
in house techniques gave maximum performance.
6.5 Stage 5 – Production Rollout
While we had the classifier running at good
accuracy in isolation we had to plan for its
integration with the company wide incident
logging portal. At this stage we also needed to take
care that the classifier will be able to handle the
load of all the company users and respond in near
real time.
We created REST services of the classifier
interface. A front end user interface was created as
part of the employee’s incident logging portal.
Employees could enter their issues in free text in
this user interface. On submitting the incident a

call was made to our deployed REST service. The
service in turn responded with the set of predicted
classes with scores.
To enable the handling of the load, multiple such
REST services were deployed across different
machines. A load balancer was used. All requests
from the employee portal hit the load balancer.
The load balancer automatically re-directed the
request to the correct back end service based on its
knowledge of the services being up and the load
on each of the services. The number of instances
required was calculated based on load.
6.6 Stage 6 – Continuous Learning
Post deployment there were various teething issues
with the system. This was more to do with the
large scale infrastructure. Once this was resolved
the next issue was accuracy of the system. Post
roll out the system was performing at an average
accuracy of around 70% which was not
acceptable. This is when the continuous learning
system was brought in. A list of all tickets where
final closure class was not same as initial logging
class was generated. These tickets were fed back
to the system for learning. For extremely poorly
performing functions we took a step back and
repeated the Get Additional data, Data Cleanup
and Re-train step to improve the accuracies.
6.7 Stage 7 –Monitoring
Post deployment there were various issues faced
by employees. These included
 Complaints that the system never gave any
classification
 Complaints that the new system gave wrong
classification
Due to lack of upfront monitoring we were unable
to pin-point where the issue was as there were
multiple points of failures. For the first kind of
issue where the user complaint was that the system
never gave any classification the failures could be
because
 Issue with front end
 Front end was fine but on submitting it was
making a call to a wrong service
 Network issue
12
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Issue with different backend models

For the second kind of issue where users
complained that they never got back any response
it could be because
 User specified the issue badly
 Users specified the issue correctly but there
was a genuine problem with the classification
accuracy for the user stated problem
Hence there was a strong need for monitoring. To
enable monitoring we enabled Logging at different
levels. At end user interface level user raised ticket
description, system returned classes, Time for
system to respond were logged. At the
classification level the ticket description, the
classes returned by the system as well as response
time were logged. Between these two logs we
could easily pinpoint the cause of the different
issues.
A continuous monitoring dash board was built to
monitor parameters at different granularity levels.
These included Number of tickets raised in a day;
Number of tickets re-assigned, Number of Tickets
open, Function wise view of metrics, etc. A script
was also written which ensured that if the
performance of the system was below some
threshold a restart was done.
7 RESULTS
Initially when we directly used our designed
classifier system the maximum accuracy which we
could get was ~ 60%. In many classes the
accuracy was less than 30%. Since the solution
had to support classes from different functions the
quality of data and challenges with respect with
data was different with respect to each of the
functions. A detailed function wise analysis of
data was done. In parallel for every function a
study was undertaken as to the best data level
techniques which can be applied for that kind of
data. A benchmarking was also done for the most
suitable algorithm for that data. Hence the correct
combination of the data processing techniques and
the machine learning algorithm was selected. After
multiple iterations for each of the different
functions a significant improvement in accuracy
was seen. In testing case we could get accuracy in

excess of 80%.
A sample metric for a
representative sub-function is given in Table 4.
Table 4: Pre & post data clean-up metric
For a subset of services
Initial Data composition
Training Data
100000
Number of Classes

500

Average Tickets per class
Percent of classes contributing to 80% of
Tickets
Overall Accuracy

200
5%
55%

Post cleanup data composition
Training Data
Number of Classes
Average Tickets per class
Percent of classes contributing to 80% of
Tickets
Overall Accuracy

100000
100
1000
75%
80%

On analyzing the metrics we see that, post the
different machine learning steps data has become
more balanced. The number of classes has also
significantly got reduced. This metric was good
enough and we made our first production release.
Post the initial release, multiple regular releases
were made to improve the accuracy of the system.
Fixes include
 Domain specific keywords to improve
classification accuracy
 Additional data
 Class consolidation
 More rigorous automated and manual cleaning
of the training data
7.1 Current State
Use of this system has given > 50% reduction in
transfer index as compared to manual process.
There is a continuous improvement in
classification accuracy. At outset many classes
had less than < 30% accuracy. Through the
application of the different techniques as
mentioned in previous section > 80% accuracy has
been achieved across all areas. In some classes
we have seen an accuracy of > 95%.
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8 CONCLUSION
It is a daunting task to create a working prediction
system with good level of accuracy and
performance for a large scale live system while
supporting diverse types of predictions. Text
classification in real life is a challenging issue. It
requires a deep understanding of the data and kind
of data cleansing algorithms which are required to
handling these data types. It requires a close
coordination with the different data sources to
understand the data better so that the appropriate
data techniques can be short listed, applied and the
result verified.
To build a production ready system we will need
to take into account the 3 main parameters of any
software systems – Reliability, Scalability and
Availability. The ensembling and scoring
techniques ensured reliability of the system. The
horizontally scalable
architecture
ensured
scalability of the system. The load balancer helped
in the availability of the system.
Key challenges are due to the data which brings in
issues like volume, wrong mapping, insufficient
data, and too many close classes. As a result a
direct supervised classification approach will not
work. Specific techniques would need to be used
for cleaning the data, handling the wrongly
mapped data, handling too many classes and
handling the issue of too less data. A combination
of techniques have to be used for cleaning
including domain specific stop words and domain
specific NER’s to identify unwanted data.
Clustering techniques have to be used to reduce
the number of classes.
Concept extraction
techniques have to be used to enhance the quality
of classification.
It requires a good understanding of the different
possible machine learning algorithms which can
be applied. The system should be designed in a
flexible manner so that the appropriate algorithms
can be easily applied or removed. A continuous
learning of the system is required so that it can
learn from use and be flexible to understand new
classes which are not there in the initial training
set.

A reasonably good accuracy has been obtained
using the mentioned techniques and the system is
being used actively by all the employees of the
company. To further improve the accuracy
additional techniques would need to be used
including building a domain specific ontology and
domain specific relationship / key concept
extractor.
Building such a system has given the needed
productivity improvements since the percentage of
re-assigned tickets has gone down by greater than
50%. There is an improved End user experience
since users no longer need to bother about
navigating to the right selection and can just type
their problem right away. There is a quicker
turnaround time due to tickets falling to correct
bucket and being allocated to the correct agent.
9 FUTURE WORK
Different approaches will have to be explored to
ensure accurate classification even in face of the
data issues as listed in paper. These would include
semantic techniques and shallow semantic parsing
to extract the relations. A domain specific
ontology could be used to ensure only relevant and
clean tickets will be used for training. Alternate
techniques will have to be explored for the data
cleaning as well as the supervised prediction
approach. The self-learning loop has to be
automated by finding a solution to work around
users under specifying the problem and agents
closing tickets under wrong closure category.
There is work to be done in ensuring faster and
more frequent re-training of model. There is also a
need for improving the monitoring tools for this
system.
From the entire system architecture perspective a
further focus would be required in terms of
handling even larger training data and large
models. We would need to explore an automated
class level splitting of models across systems. We
are also exploring containers for deployment to
ensure a possibility of live update of models
without down time.
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ABSTRACT
Optic Disc (OD) segmentation with a combination of
Gaussian and Fast Fourier Transform is proposed in
this research. Three stages are required in this
proposed research, i.e., first, Gaussian and Fast Fourier
Transform for the preprocessing stage, second,
determination of region of interest of optic disc, and
third is segmentation of OD using thresholding
process. The objective of the first stage is to reduce
the number of blood vessel pixels. Fast Fourier
Transform combined with median filter makes the
blood vessel pixels are reduced. Hence, the
segmentation stages will focus only on the region of
OD. The ROI from the second stage is segmented
using the thresholding process. The threshold value is
determined manually before the segmentation process.
The best accuracy is obtained by the threshold value
equal to 60. The average sensitivity, specificity, and
balanced accuracy are 87.1495%, 91.2636%, and
89.2065%, respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Currently, many young people suffer from
diabetic retinopathy (DR) disease. Prevention of
this disease will save young people from the
irreversible blindness; therefore early screening of
DR is important.
The research on image
processing for biomedics will help the physician
to automate the detection of DR. This automatic
detection of DR requires important features from
the digital retinal image, i.e. microaneurysms,
exudates, and haemorrhage [1]. These features
are obtained if blood vessel and optic disc in the
retinal images are eliminated. Therefore, in

general, preliminary research on automatic DR
detection is divided into two main purposes, i.e.
blood vessel [2-5] and optic disc segmentation
[6,7]. Research on blood vessel and optic disc
segmentation will be integrated and used to
eliminate blood vessel and optic disc features.
Therefore, the important features will be
remaining in the retinal image and can be used to
detect DR disease automatically.
The purpose of this research is
segmentation of optic disc using the combination
of Gaussian dan Fast Fourier Transform and
median filter as the preprocessing stage and binary
thresholding for the detection of the optic disc in
the retinal image.
2 RESEARCH METHOD
This research consists of three main stages, i.e.
blood vessel removal, determination of region
interest, and optic disc segmentation as shown in
Fig. 1.
Blood Vessel
Removal

Determination of
Region Interest

Optic Disc
Detection

Fig. 1. Automatic Optic Disc Detection Research Method

There are many features lie in the retinal image,
some of them are important for identification of
DR disease and several are not important. In this
research, we will focus on Optic Disc (OD)
detection. Hence, we have to remove blood vessel
pixels in the first stage using median filtering.
The second stage of OD detection is the
16
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determination of Region of Interest (ROI). The
objective of this stage is to localize the optic disc
region; therefore, extensive searching will be done
only in ROI area. The final stage is optic disc
segmentation. In this stage, segmentation is done
by threshold the ROI pixels with a certain value.

The result of homomorphic filtering is depicted in
Fig.2

2 BLOOD VESSEL REMOVALS
The first step of blood vessel removal is image
enhancement. We use a combination of Gaussian
and Fast Fourier Transform that is known as
homomorphic filtering, for the enhancement.
Image is consists of two components [8], i.e.
illumination and reflectance as in (1).

I ( x, y )  i ( x, y ) * r ( x, y ) ,
(1)
where i(x,y) is the illumination of the
image and r(x,y) is the reflectance.
In the homomorphic filtering, these two
components are separated using logarithmic
function as in (2).
ln( I ( x, y ))  ln(i ( x, y ))  ln(r ( x, y )) .

(2)

The logarithmic image is transformed into
frequency domain using Fourier Transform as
seen in (3).
F (ln( I ( x, y ))  F (ln(i( x, y ))  F (ln(r ( x, y ))
,
Z (u, v)
 Fi (u, v)  Fr (u, v)

(3)

where Fi(u,v) is fourier transform of ln(i(x,y)), and
Fr(u,v) is fourier transform of ln (r(x,y)).
Transformed image is then filtered using Gaussian
low pass-filter as in (4).
S (u, v)  G (u, v) Z (u, v) ,

(4)
where G(u,v) is Gaussian filtering, and
S(u,v) is the filtered image.
In order to retrieve the spatial image, invert
Fourier transform and antilogarithmic is
conducted to the filtered image as in (5).
(5)
S ( x, y )  ln 1 F 1 S (u, v) ,

Fig. 2. (Left) Original Image and (right) homomorphic
image

Figure 2 shows that blood vessel pixels are
removed and optic disc pixels are remaining in the
retinal image; even there are still noises appear
around the optic disc pixels. These optic disc
pixels are shown by the brighter pixels. To reduce
the noises around the optic disc pixels, a median
filter is applied in the final steps of blood removal
stages.
The median filter is used to remove noises
by smoothing the image. The median value of the
certain matrix of the image is obtained and then
uses the value as the centre of the matrix. The
filtering process using a median filter is depicted
in Fig. 3. The pixels in the original matrix are
sorted and median value o the sorted pixels are
obtained. As seen in the figure, the sorted pixels
are 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 7, 9, 10. The median value is
the pixel that is in the middle, i.e. ‘5’. Therefore,
we replace the middle element of the matrix with
‘5’ (right image in the figure)
7
5
10

4
9
2

5
2
3

7
5
10

4
5
2

5
2
3

Fig. 3. (left) original matrix; (right) filtered matrix with
median filtering

The result of median filter process can be seen in
Fig. 4. As seen in the figure, a median filter
removes the noises around the optic disc area in
the homomorphic image.
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using thresholding process with from the ROI area
can be seen in Fig. 6

Fig. 4. (Left) Homomorphic Image and (right) Median Filter
Image

4 OPTIC DISC DETECTION
To minimize the detection of the optic disc, first
we have to find the region of interest (ROI) from
the filtered retinal image. The optic disc pixels are
indicated by the brighter pixels. Therefore to find
the ROI in the image, we find the location of the
brightest pixels of all columns (x) and rows (y)
from the image. These pixels will be the centre
(x,y) of the ROI pixels. Extract ROI with a certain
radius from the centre pixels.

Fig. 6. (Left) Original Image and (right) Detected Optic Disc
pixels (white pixels)

5 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
We use fundus Image INSPIRE Dataset (Iowa
Normative Set for Processing Images of Retina)
for the Nerve Optic Disc Segmentation in this
Experiment. This dataset provides 40 fundus
images and its Ground truth Images. One of the
fundus Image and the ground truth image for the
optic disc segmentation can be seen in Fig. 7.

Extracted ROI from the filtered retinal image with
radius 100 pixels is shown in Fig. 5. Because of
the extracted ROI, we will focus only on the area,
and find the exact location of the optic disc.
Fig 7. Fundus Image (Left) and its Ground truth Image
for the Optic Disc Detection (right)

Equation (6) is used to calculate the accuracy of
the Optic Disc detection.
BalancedAccuracy 
Fig. 5. (Left) Median filtered Image and (right) extraction of
Region Of Interest (ROI)

The ROI area is then thresholded by a certain
value, if the pixels are less than the threshold
value, then the pixels are set to black pixels
(background pixels).
On the contrary, if the pixels are bigger than the
threshold value, then the pixels are set to white
pixels (foreground or optic disc pixels). The area
beside ROI area is set to black pixels (background
pixels). The example of optic disc segmentation

Sensitivity  Specificity (6)
2

Sensitivity is the performance measure for the
detected optic disc pixel (foreground pixel),
meanwhile the specificity is the performance
measure for the background pixel. Where the
sensitivity is shown in (7) and the specificity is
shown in (8).
Sensitivity 

TruePositives
TruePositives  FalseNegatives

(7)

Specificity 

TrueNegatives
TrueNegatives  FalsePositives

(8)
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True positive is the number of pixels that is
identified as an optic disc pixel in the resulting
image and its ground truth image. False positive
is the number of pixels that is identified as an
optic disc pixel in the resulting image; conversely
the pixel is background pixel in the ground truth
image. True negative is the number of pixels that
is identified as background pixel both in the
resulting image and its ground truth image. And
False negative is the number of pixel that is
detected as background pixel, but in the ground
truth image, the pixel is an optic disc pixel.
There are five scenarios in this experiment
based on the value of the threshold in the
segmentation process, i.e. 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, and
110. Every scenario is tested with 40 images from
the INSPIRE database. The average accuracy
(sensitivity, specificity, and balanced accuracy) of
these scenarios can be seen in Table 1.
TABLE I.

AVERAGE ACCURACY RATE FOR THE OPTIC
DISC SEGMENTATION
Average Accuracy (%)

No

Threshold

Sensitivity

Specificity

Balanced
Accuracy

1

60

87.3196

89.0995

88.2095

2

70

87.3196

89.7577

88.5387

3

80

87.1495

91.2636

89.2065

4

90

84.4460

93.1354

88.7907

5

100

78.9812

95.1918

87.0865

6

110

68.3953

96.9114

82.6534

As seen in Table 1, the highest sensitivity rate i.e.
87.3196% for the optic disc segmentation is
achieved when the threshold value is 60 and 70.
However, the specificity rate in scenario 1 is the
lowest accuracy, i.e. 89.0995%. This result is
obtained since the size of the segmented optic disc
is almost cover up the entire optic disc region.
Hence, the sensitivity rate is high. Unfortunately,
some of the background pixels are segmented as
the optic disc pixel or false positive. Therefore, the
specificity rate is low. An example of result
image of this scenario is depicted in Fig.8.
Right image in Fig.8 shows the result of
the segmentation process. Black pixels show the
true negative pixels, white pixel means true
positive pixel, and the green pixels show the false
positive pixels.

Fig. 8. The result of Segmentation process of the first Image
in Scenario 1. (Left) Original Image; (Middle) Ground truth
Image; (Right) Segmented Image.

The detailed accuracy of the image in the scenario
is 100%,
88.5347%, and 94.2674 for the
sensitivity, specificity, and the balanced accuracy,
respectively. As seen in the figure and the result
of the experiment, the sensitivity achieved 100%
accuracy since the segmented pixels cover up the
entire optic disc pixel (the number of True
Positive and False Positive are high).
Unfortunately, this result makes the specificity
accuracy is low since the number of false positive
is high.
The lowest sensitivity accuracy is achieved
in the last scenario; i.e. the threshold value is 60.
The sensitivity accuracy is 68.3953%. On the
contrary, the specificity rate in this scenario is the
highest specificity rate, i.e. 96.9114. As seen in
Fig. 8, the segmented pixel almost covers up the
entire background region, therefore the specificity
rate is high. Meanwhile, the region of the optic
disc pixel is less segmented; hence the sensitivity
rate is very low.

Fig.9. The Result of Segmentation process of the
sixth Image in Scenario 6. (Left) Original Image; (Middle)
Ground truth Image; (Right) Segmented Image.

Red pixels in right image in Fig. 9 shows the
pixels are identified as false negative pixels. The
pixels are identified as background pixels in a
result image while the pixels in the ground truth
image are optic disc pixels. As seen in the figure,
the number of true negative pixels is high and the
number of false negative pixels is also high.
Therefore the sensitivity accuracy for the image is
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low, i.e. 48.2051%, specificity is high i.e. 100%
accuracy, and the balanced accuracy is 74.1025%.
The highest average balanced accuracy is obtained
by scenario 3, i.e. 89.2065%. In this scenario, the
average accuracy of sensitivity and specificity is
87.1495% and 91.2636%, respectively. The
example result image of this scenario is depicted
in Fig. 10.

Further research is required to determine the
threshold value automatically.
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Fig. 10. The result of Segmentation process of the 17 th Image
in Scenario 3. (Left) Original Image; (Middle) Ground truth
Image; (Right) Segmented Image.

The number of false negative and false positive
pixels in Fig. 10 is very low. Therefore the
sensitivity and specificity of this image in this
scenario is high 93.1967% and 99.6914%,
respectively. The balanced accuracy of this image
is also high, i.e. 96.4441%.
Experiments from the scenarios show that
scenario six gives the best result. The threshold
value for this scenario is 80. The segmentation
result with the threshold value yields segmented
optic disc similar with the optic disc in the ground
truth as seen in Fig.9. (right image). Therefore the
accuracy for the scenario is the highest accuracy.
5 CONCLUSION
Gaussian and Fast Fourier Transform is
implemented in this research. These methods are
used for the preprocessing stage. Hence, the blood
vessel pixels are removed. The next stage is the
determination of ROI of the optic disc. To detect
the optic disc pixels, we use thresholding process
in ROI image. Experiments show that, the best
result is achieved when the threshold value is 80.
The sensitivity, specificity, and balanced accuracy
of this detection process are 87.1495%, 91.2636%,
89.2065%, respectively.
Therefore, the
implemented methods are effective for optic disc
detection. However, the threshold value in the
experiment is determined manually. Hence, this
threshold value will be different if the proposed
method implemented on the different dataset.
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Combining the Best Features of SOAP and REST for the Implementation of Web
Services
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ABSTRACT
The two leading technologies being used to implement
Web services are SOAP and REST. SOAP-based
services have been widely used for interfacing software
applications within and across boundaries of
organisations. However, lately the idea behind REST
has been extensively investigated for creating Web
services and it is becoming a challenge to the adoption
of SOAP as the technology of choice for implementing
Web services. Therefore, it has become imperative to
investigate and compare the effectiveness of the two
types of implementations in terms of their relative
performance. This will help developers and researches
in making the right choice of technology for
implementing the required functionalities through web
services. Also, by analysing the two approaches, it can
be investigated whether and how the best features of
the two can be combined to provide a more useful and
improved way of implementing web services. Finally, a
novel approach to implementing web services, named
SOREST has been proposed which improved the
performance of SOAP-based web services while at the
same time making use of the benefits of both SOAP
and REST.
KeywordsWeb
Services;
Web
Services
Architecture; SOAP; REST; Performance Testing

1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid advancement of internet
technology, the World Wide Web is becoming
more and more an area for communication between
applications, over and above the actual human-tomachine interactions. One of the reasons for this
change is the advent of Web Services technology.
Web services have become popular in the last few
years mainly because they allow interoperability
between distributed and disparate systems,
independent of the underlying technology, be it the
hardware, operating system or the programming
language used.
With businesses operating in an increasingly
competitive environment, there is an ever-growing
demand to deliver effective and efficient services

Sachin DAIBOO
Computer Science and Engineering Dept
University of Mauritius, Reduit, Mauritius
within and across enterprise boundaries over the
internet. Consequently, organisations need to use
and interact with business partners often operating
on heterogeneous systems. The integration costs
can have high financial impact. This is where web
services can help by allowing corporations to find
and seamlessly integrate the services provided by
other businesses within their processes as well as
deliver them at lower costs to consumers and other
companies [1, 2].
The benefits of web services technology (and
SOA generally) have led to extensive research and
development into the design and implementation of
web services, resulting in several standards and
specifications. Two approaches have emerged as
industry standards: using SOAP protocol and
REST architectural design. While some major
companies like PayPal offer SOAP-based web
services, others such as Twitter, Flickr and Yahoo
offer RESTful web services. Others, on the other
hand, provide both SOAP-based and RESTful web
services such as Google and Amazon [3, 4].
Both implementations have the same common
goals of allowing platform independent
communication and providing powerful web
services. Each technology approach also has its
relative advantages and disadvantages as well as its
uses. This has resulted in a challenge for software
engineers as to which approach is better and more
efficient to be applied for their respective needs
[5].
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Web Services Architecture and SOA
The Web Services Architecture reflects the
SOA approach and has the same objectives as the
latter which are to allow software components and
business applications to be available through
standardised interfaces, within and across networks
[6, 7]. The Web Service Architecture basically
consists of 3 roles: Service Provider, Service
Requester and Service Broker; and 3 basic
A.
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operations: publish, bind and find. These are
depicted in figure 1 below.

the programming language or platform [12]. SOAP
messages can be exchanged over different
underlying protocols such as HTTP, SMTP and
FTP. SOAP has an error structure as well which
allows faults to be gracefully handled [13].


Fig 1: Web Services Architecture [8]

A service provider offers services and
publishes them to a service broker. A service
requester needs a service and requests for or finds
same using the service broker. The requested
service is then bound to the service requester [8].

Anatomy of a SOAP message

A SOAP message consists of an envelope which
is XML based. The envelope has an optional
header but a mandatory body. The header can
consist of different header blocks which contain
the metadata for the message while the body
defines the data within the message. The header
blocks can be used by intermediary nodes during
the SOAP transmission while the message body is
to be used by the final recipient of the message.
The SOAP body can also contain a Fault element
which indicates error messages [14, 15].

SOAP as a Web Services Technology
As the need for flexibility and interoperability
increased, two main methods of implementing web
services emerged as industry standards, one based
on the SOAP protocol and the other based on
REST
architectural
design.
The
W3C
specifications describe an implementation of web
services based on the SOAP protocol [9]. There are
four main technologies that are used in this
approach:
B.



XML

XML has been designed to describe data and
provide more flexible and adjustable ways of
representing information, thereby improving the
functionality of the Web. XML is called extensible
as unlike HTML, it does not have a fixed format.
XML is rather a meta-language that allows design
of our own customised markup languages. Thus,
our own elements, attributes and structures can be
used to describe any data. Because of this
flexibility, XML helps to easily represent and
exchange complex data over the internet in a
meaningful manner. XML is text-based and hence,
platform independent [10, 11].


Figure 2: Soap Message Structure

Serialisation and Deserialisation
Serialisation and Deserialisation are important
phases in the processing of SOAP request and
response as they are based on XML. Serialisation
is the process of transforming an object into a
stream of data so that it is easier transmitted over a
network. Deserialisation is the reverse process
whereby the original object is reconstructed from
the stream of data [16, 17].
C.

The stream of data must be in an understandable
format for both ends of the communication channel
so that it can be reconstructed and serialised at
each end [18].

SOAP

SOAP is a lightweight protocol designed for the
exchange of information in a decentralised and
distributed environment. It is no more used as an
acronym. SOAP is based on XML and hence,
allows the definition of an extensible messaging
framework which enables messages to be
exchanged between diverse parties, independent of
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Figure 3: Serialisation and Deserialisation [18]

Figure 3 above shows the lifecycle of SOAP
messages between client and server. The SOAP
requests are serialised at the client’s end before
transmitted to the server. At the server’s end, the
serialised stream is deserialised, that is,
reconstructed before being processed in order to
extract the name of the web service and the input
parameters, if any. After processing the request, the
SOAP response is serialised again and sent to
client. At client’s end, the message is deserialised
in order for the response to be processed [19, 20].

REST as a Web Services Technology
REST uses the concept of accessing and
manipulating representations of resources and
makes use of the power of Internet protocols such
as HTTP to obtain representations of resources in
different states.
D.

The following terms need to be understood to be
able to grasp the idea behind RESTful Web
services [21]:


Resource

A resource is generally anything on the
Web which can be identified by a URI .


URI

A URI identifies a resource, for example, using
the “http:” URI scheme. An example of URI can
be:
‘http://example.com:8042/over/there?name=ferret#
nose’.


Representation

A representation of a resource is not the
resource itself but a description of the resource in
the form of metadata.

In the REST architecture, every resource is
identified by a unique URI. When the URI is
accessed, only representations of the resources are
returned. These resources can be operated on,
through the representations, by a set of basic HTTP
commands, mainly PUT, GET, POST and
DELETE. These commands are used to create,
read, update and delete the resources, respectively,
often referred to as the CRUD operations. RESTful
Web services are also resources and each can be
accessed using a URI. A representation of a
resource can be anything from HTML, XML or
JSON. The messages exchanged for RESTful Web
services, do not have complex standards for their
descriptions. Information such as the host, the
resource and the representation requested as well
as the protocol for transport and version used can
be obtained by examining the messages. Links to
related resources can be found in the response.
There are 2 ways to specify the type of
representation to be returned from the server:


Content negotiation

When the HTTP request is sent, the headers in
the protocol can specify the type of representation
needed. The Accept-Language header, for
example, specifies the language to return, such as
English. The Accept and Content-Type header
specifies the type of content to be returned. The
values of this header can be as follows:


URI Design

The other option is to design the URI in such a
way that explicitly specifies the representation to
be returned. For example, for a product (such as
Elodium Q-36 space modulator) to be returned in
English (EN) and encoded in XML, the URI will
be:
http://www.acme.com/Products/EN/XML/Eludium
/Q/36
Related Works
I. Portal Framework by Mulligan and Gracanin
[22]
E.

The aim of the work described by Mulligan and
Gracanin [22] is to evaluate the potential
effectiveness of using SOAP protocol and REST
architectural design in achieving the backend
requirements for a data transmission component. A
data transmission component based on SOA was
developed to maintain communication between the
clients and servers. It is the component with which
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we are most interested. This component relays the
CRUD commands from different clients over the
Internet to manipulate the profiles on the servers.
Hence, each service of the SOA would represent a
CRUD operation being done on any of the four
profiles on the server: application, device, user and
user account. The two objectives of using SOA for
this component are firstly effectiveness, that is, to
rapidly exchange requests between clients and
servers in order not to hamper performance of the
client applications and secondly, scalability, that is,
the component should be able to deal with
disparate number of clients per server.


SOAP implementation:

A WSDL file for the Portal set of services was
created which contains various XML schema types
which map onto the data model on the server. The
WSDL file is then made publicly available through
a SOAP enabled HTTP server so that any Portal
client can locate and interact with any Portal
server. Apache Axis2 was used in this
implementation. It should be noted that the data
transmission component was responsible only for
exchanging the service requests and response
messages. The actual execution of the requests was
done by a back-end data model component.


REST implementation

REST was also used to implement the set of
service interfaces of the data transmission
component using an HTTP client library.


Results:

Network-based performance measures were
used to compare the two implementations. Two
measures were taken, the network latency, that is,
the response time between a service request and a
service response, as an increase in this latency
impacts the overall network QoS for client
applications. Secondly, the average packet size of
each individual service request was recorded. This
indicates, the network bandwidth being used. The
same test was done 5 times and the average
response time and packet size values for each
request were derived. The response time was
recorded using a QoS performance method [22]
where the system time (in nanosecond) was noted
before a service request was sent and immediately
after the response was obtained. The difference
between the 2 times provided the latency of the
whole transaction. The packet size of the request
and response were also measured. These were

conducted for every CRUD operation on each
profile.
It has been observed that the REST-based
messages have lower latency and smaller packet
size than SOAP-based ones.
Moreover, a
‘Synchronous Request Test’ was performed. The
aim of this test was to verify how each
implementation did when there were an increasing
number of requests coming from a single client to
the Portal server. Here again, the same latency test
was performed as for the above service benchmark
tests.
From
the
results,
the
SOAP-based
implementation had greater latency than the RESTbased one. However, the difference between the 2
latencies was relatively small until the number of
synchronous tests reached 100. At this point, the
average latency for SOAP almost doubled that for
REST. This could be attributed to the presence of
previous network traffic when this test was
performed. REST was able to process a great
number of synchronous HTTP requests with much
more resilience as its increase was quite linear.
However, for SOAP, the latency increased
exponentially. Lastly, an ‘Application complexity’
test was performed. The rationale behind this test
was to verify how the performance of the 2
implementations was affected by more massive
applications. Therefore, 3 general types of
applications were used: small, medium and large.
For each type, a number of GET operations on the
application profile were done and the latency
measured in the same way as described in the other
scenarios.
Interestingly, the latency of SOAP based
requests for small applications was lower than for
REST based ones but with a much higher latency
for large applications although the packet sizes of
SOAP and REST messages were similar. REST,
however, showed rather similar latencies for the
different types of applications. According to the
authors of this work, this could be due to the SOAP
library of Axis2. The packet sizes for SOAP-based
and REST-based implementation for the 3
categories were quite same and for both, the size
was higher for large applications. REST remains a
better choice in this test as well [22].
From this work, it is found that it is more
straightforward to implement RESTful services
than SOAP-based services. A WSDL file has to be
created in the latter implementation and then
published. However, there is no need of service
discovery in case of REST. Only the URI of the
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resource is needed to allow operation on it.
Similarly, any HTTP client library can be used to
implement REST as compared to SOAP where
specialised SOAP clients are needed.
II. GA Implementation by Castillo et al [23]
Another related work has been done in [23]. A
high-level comparison was done of SOAP and
REST. In order to test the efficiency of both
approaches to implement web services, two
experiments, one with a client-server model and
one with a master-slave based GA were carried
out. The 2 models were implemented on Perl
language, the SOAP model used the SOAP::Lite
module and the REST model used the Perl Dancer
module. These were chosen due to their stability.
Also, servers implemented using these modules are
easy to develop and deploy using the available
computing infrastructure in the laboratory of the
department where these experiments were done.
For the first experiment a classic client-server
model was developed where the client can send
and receive text strings. To be able to analyse the
load, different lengths of string were used. Thus,
this experiment would determine how the amount
of data affects the running time. Strings of length
100 and 1000 characters were used and each
experiment carried out 50 times. The function
‘gettimeofday’ was used to obtain good precision.
The results are shown below:

Figure 4: Response time as string length increases [23]

It can be seen that the SOAP implementation
takes more time to send and receive the strings as
compared to the REST implementation. However,
there is not much difference between the time
taken for string length 100 and 1000 characters for
both SOAP and REST.
For the second experiment, the master-slave
model was used to implement a distributed genetic
algorithm. The distributed GA could not be
implemented
on
REST
technology
as
asynchronous processing and invocation is not
supported by. Hence, the master-slave model has
been used to implement the distributed GA instead.
The results for this experiment are as follows:

Figure 5: Response time as population increases [23]

Again, the REST implementation is better than
the SOAP one for both configurations of load.
In both experiments, REST did better in terms
of load and communication time. This can be
attributed to the fact the SOAP uses XML which is
verbose while for REST, no additional XML
information is sent [23].
Critical Appraisal
From the results of the experiments, it is found
that SOAP-based web services are more heavyweight and take greater time to respond as
compared to RESTful ones. It is the SOAP
envelope and SOAP headers that increase the size
of the SOAP messages. The greater the packet size,
the higher the response time. The response time
also increases for the SOAP implementation as in
this work, XML is used for communication such
that the time taken to parse the SOAP messages is
higher.
Moreover, the response time for 100 and 1000
characters for both SOAP and REST messages are
rather the same. This shows that load and hence,
response time when strings are sent does not
increase drastically when the number of characters
in the string increases.
On the other hand, REST could not be used to
implement a distributed GA as asynchronous
processing is not supported by it. Hence, SOAP is
more appropriate for asynchronous processing as
compared to REST. Thus, although REST is better
than SOAP in terms of latency and load, each
approach has its own advantages and uses.
III. REST2SOAP
After extensive research, a framework,
REST2SOAP presented in [24] was found which
converts RESTful web services into SOAP web
services. These can be used into BPEL service
composition as BPEL support for RESTful web
services is still underway. BPEL is the standard for
service composition for business processes,
whereby a service is provided by combining or
25
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using the functionality provided by other web
services [25, 26]. In this work, RESTful web
service is transformed to SOAP service. However,
REST2SOAP does not make use of the best
features of SOAP and REST to implement an
improved approach. Nevertheless, we can make
use of the idea behind it to achieve our end.
3. METHODOLOGY AND PROPOSED
SOLUTION
In the above section, several works have been
analysed where the performance of SOAP and
REST implementation of web services have been
compared. In this research, the performance of
these two web service technologies when applied
to a DBMS system implemented using clientserver architecture will be investigated. This will
help to identify which technology is more
appropriate to implement DBMS systems.
A. Proposed Performance
Optimisation Process

Testing

and

The following performance testing and
optimisation process based on [26] will be
adopted:

been chosen
comparison:

to

perform

the

performance

 Response time
In SOA, applications often need to access web
services in remote environment. The performance
of web services is therefore measured by how
quickly the server responds to the requests from
the clients. The response time determines the
network latency. It also determines the network
QoS provided to clients. An increase in response
time induces a decrease in QoS.
 Packet size
The network over which web services are invoked
is restricted by the network bandwidth. The latter
is determined by the amount of the data sent and
received. Hence, an important factor to measure is
the packet size of the service request and response;
the larger the size of the message, the greater the
bandwidth utilisation. The size also affects the
response time of the service.
The packet size and response time will be
measured for each CRUD operation for each
technology. The same tests will be performed 5
times and the average value derived.
 Load
The scalability of servers to handle load is
important as well. As demand for a service
increases, the processing time can increase as
opposed to service suddenly stopped from being
provided. Therefore, the response time will be
measured as the number of requests increases.
This will also determine the behaviour of the web
service when load increases and thus, which type
of service is better scalable.
The response time will be measured as the number
of GET requests increases with each web service
technology.

Fig 6: Performance comparison plan

From the different works analysed in the
Literature Review Section, different performance
benchmarks used for comparing SOAP and REST
based web services have been identified.
The right benchmarks which are relevant in
assessing the performance of each type of web
service have to be chosen. The following have

 Message Complexity
The response time and packet size will also be
measured when the size of the request and
response are increased so as to assess impact on
them when message size increases.
 Database complexity
In order to determine how the web services are
affected when transactions are done on large
databases as in real-life situations, the size of the
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database will be increased to 10000 records as
well.
For the latter two benchmarks, average response
time and packet size will be derived over 5
transactions when GET requests are used.
Moreover, the benchmarks will be performed from
different client/server perspectives in order to
obtain better comparison data depicting real-life
situations:
1. client on the server computer itself
2. client and server setup as LAN
3. client outside the LAN, via the Internet
(WAN)

B. Overview of Proposed System
In order to compare the performance, we will
need to develop two DBMS, one based on SOAP
and one on REST. The primary aim of our project
is performance comparison. Therefore, the system
to be developed should at least be able to perform
the CRUD operations. A tourist information
system for Airports of Mauritius Limited (AML)
will be developed. A conceptual design of the
system to be developed is shown below:

Figure 7: Conceptual design of the AML Web Service

The AML web services will be implemented
with SOAP and REST. Tourists and people in
general will be able to access them through
different devices such as laptop, iPad and mobile
phones.
C. Objectives
One of the main objectives of this project is
devise an innovative concept to combine SOAP
and REST web services. The outcome of this
combination will be called SOREST.
D. Rationale
From the critical analysis, it was concluded that
the overall performance of RESTful web services
was better than that for SOAP based ones.
However, both have their relative advantages and
disadvantages. A larger number of functionalities,
in addition to the CRUD operations, can be

performed by SOAP web services. These include
asynchronous operations which are not realisable
with REST architecture. Also, SOAP is an
effective communication protocol in relation to
implementing SOA between disparate enterprise
servers and applications. Thus, many web services
particularly enterprise systems are already based on
the SOAP protocol. Moreover, the WS* [27]
specifications provide greater extensibility to the
SOAP protocol such as security and reliable
messaging as compared to REST. On the other
hand, REST provides better response time due to
the smaller size of its packets in both its request
and response. It is also simpler to implement.
Therefore, looking into a compromise between
SOAP protocol and REST architectural design in
implementing web services, which take the
advantages of both techniques to provide an
improved web service, is worthwhile.
Whenever we speak about SOAP and REST, we
see mostly the differences between these two. Let
us now look at the similarities between them. Both
use XML for exchanging messages and HTTP for
packet transmission. Also, both displays requested
data based on collected input parameters. These
similarities can be used to merge the two
technologies so that the benefits provided by their
differences can be put to advantage to produce a
better approach to implementing web services.
Furthermore, the idea behind combining SOAP and
REST will provide future direction for developers
wanting to merge the best features of the two.
E. Merging of SOAP and REST
The main requirement for merging the 2
technologies is to take advantage of the benefits
provided by both. The added payload of SOAP
messages is due to the mandatory SOAP envelope
and optional headers added to the request and
response which are not incorporated in REST
messages. However, the packet size of SOAP
request, especially for GET/POST operation,
which is the most commonly used method on the
web, is smaller than for SOAP response.
Furthermore, using SOAP request we can take
advantage of the extensibility of the SOAP
protocol such as security and compression of
messages. As for REST, the input parameters are
sent in clear via the URL which can lead to
security breaches.
The response time is greater for SOAP
messages as SOAP is based on XML and since the
size of the response is larger, the time taken for
serialisation and deserialisation is greater. On the
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2. The method ‘ArrivalInfo’ is called when the
SOAP web service is invoked. The former is
modified as compared to how it was
implemented in the SOAP project as now it
will call a REST web service instead. The
new ‘ArrivalInfo’ class is now as follows:

other hand, the response time for REST, even if
based on XML is smaller than SOAP. Also, other
content types apart from XML can be returned by
REST. Therefore, we can return a REST response.
Security features such as ‘https’ can be used for
securing the latter.
Moreover, since SOAP web services are well
established and are used for implementing web
services in enterprise applications, existing clients
will not have to break their existing connection
with SOAP web services. Their web reference will
almost remain the same and they will continue
interacting with a SOAP web service. It is the
SOAP service that will perform the necessary
processing to be able to return a REST response to
the requesting client afterwards. Hence, it has been
decided to send a SOAP request but return a REST
response to the calling SOAP client. This will in
theory induce a reduction in the overall packet size
during transmission as well as response time as
compared to SOAP web services while enjoying
the benefits of REST.
F. Software Methodology Used
The creation of SOA needs a methodology that
can quickly react and respond to changes. The
Agile methodology is the most appropriate
methodology that can be adopted to develop
system like SOAs. In simple terms, Agile
methodology means breaking down a picture into
small size puzzles and when the right time arrives,
reassembling the puzzle to finally form the big
picture. The agile methodology will be able to
produce launchable modules at the end of each
tested stage to ensure that errors are identified and
corrected in the development phase itself. Also,
changes can be made easily without writing the
whole program again which will reduce overheads
and allow easy upgrading of programs. Also
SOREST will be implemented in an evolving
fashion meaning that changes will be done as and
when required to ensure that the non-functional
requirements
are
achieved,
hence
the
appropriateness of this methodology

Figure 8: ‘ArrivalInfo’ method

4. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
Performance Testing of SOAP and REST
Implementation
The most important part of our testing is to
compare the performance of the SOAP-based and
RESTful web services. There are several testing
tools available for performing such tests. After
examining the advantages and disadvantages of
some of the tools, the SoapUI tool has been
selected for several reasons. The main advantage
with SoapUI is that it can be used to test both
SOAP and REST web services. Moreover, it can
be used to easily create and execute automated
functional, regression and load tests. SoapUI is a
free testing tool for web services and SOA. It also
provides an easy to use GUI . The four methods in
table below will be the prime target to compare
both types of web services. As per the benchmark
set, both web services will be compared in terms of
average response time, average packet size and
load.
F.

Table 1: Equivalent Methods in SOAP and REST
Scenario

G. Implementation of SOREST
An evolving approach in the implementation of
SOREST has been used until the performance
improvements (decrease in packet size and
response time) could be achieved.
1. A SOAP web service, similar to the AML
SOAP web service, was created that
contains a web method to allow client to get
details of a particular plane arrival.

SOAP

REST

1

ArrivalInfo()

GetArrivalReq()

2

updateArrival()

PUTArrivalReq()

3

SaveArrival()

POSTArrivalReq()

4

DeleteArrival()

DELETEArrivalReq()

Response Time of SOAP and REST
Each method was invoked 5 times using both
the SOAP and the REST web services. The
G.
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average response time (RT) in milliseconds and
number of bytes (B) returned were calculated. The
database size and input criteria for testing were
same for both implementations:
Table 2: Average RT
Get

Update

Save

Delete

Arrival /

Arrival /

Arrival /

Arrival /

GET

PUT

POST

DELETE

Method

method

method

method

SOAP

213.2ms

201.8ms

218.6ms

190.2ms

REST

126.6ms

172.2ms

154.2ms

153ms

Figure 10: Packet Size (SOAP vs Rest)

In this test case also, the average packet size of
REST is smaller than that for SOAP.
Evaluation of Response Time and Packet Size
Compared to the other methods, the packet size
of the GET method in both types of web service
was larger. This is simply because using the GET
method, more data were being returned to the
client. For the same type of GET request, REST
returned a packet size smaller than its SOAP
counterpart. Apart from HTTP headers, REST does
not add any overhead to the request/response
message whereas, SOAP uses XML tags to create a
SOAP envelope to enclose each request/response
message which causes this.
I.

Figure 9: Response Time (SOAP and Rest)

The graph clearly demonstrates that using the
REST style architecture for web services, the
response time is better compared to SOAP web
services.
Packet Size of SOAP and REST
The average packet size returned (bytes) by
both web services was also compared and
summarized in table 11.
H.

Table 3: Packet Size (SOAP against Rest)

SOAP

REST

Get

Update

Save

Delete

Arrival /

Arrival /

Arrival /

Arrival /

GET

PUT

POST

DELETE

Method

method

method

method

533.8

297.4

295.4

296.4

bytes

bytes

bytes

bytes

343.6

51.8

36.2

24.2

bytes

bytes

bytes

bytes

The below graph depicts the above figures
obtained:

The packet size and response time of the other
SOAP requests are also larger compared to their
REST counterparts. Interesting to note here that
using the SOAP web service, the packet size for
the Update, Save and Delete arrival methods were
almost the same. The reason is that when
performing these operations, no data is returned.
The packet size returned is in fact the size of the
SOAP envelope and a few SOAP or HTTP
headers.
If from the number of bytes returned for a
retrieval method using SOAP, we subtract the
number of bytes returned by one of the other
method used in SOAP, we get an answer that is
close to the number of bytes returned by a GET
method using the REST architecture:

Figure 11: REST packet size conclusion

This calculation demonstrates that REST does
not add any payload to the request/response
messages which affects the performance of the web
service compared when using SOAP.
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Load Testing
SoapUI can also generate load tests in order to
compare the performance of web services. This
facility has been used to test both the SOAP and
the REST web services. The values that will be
analysed are the average time taken to process the
request and the number of bytes processed per
second. These will be recorded as the number of
users sending retrieval requests is increased. Load
Test No. 1 on GET method using 10 virtual users
and every second each batch of request was sent
for 1 minute. The results for each approach are as
follows:
J.

bytes processed per second using REST was higher
when the number of users increased, at the same
time the number of times the request was executed
(cnt) almost doubled than for the SOAP web
service. This has a direct implication on the
performance of the two types of web services. The
REST web service is able to execute twice the
number of requests as that for the SOAP web
service for the same type of request over same time
period. Thus, the network latency, network
bandwidth utilisation and scalability of REST web
services are better than for SOAP-based ones.
K.

PERFORMANCE TESTING and
EVALUATION OF SOREST

Table 4: Load Test legends
Option
min
max

Description
Shortest Time Taken
Longest Time Taken

avg

Average Time Taken
(ms)

last

Time Taken for Last
Test

cnt

No. of times test has
been executed

tps

Transactions
second

per

bytes

Number of
processed

bytes

bps

Number of bytes
processed per second

err

Number of assertion
error

rat

Percentage
request

failed

SOAPUI cannot be used to test the SOREST
web service as it used for testing SOAP and REST
services but SOREST is a combination of both.
Instead, Nikhil’s web development helper [27, 28]
was used to perform front end testing as it is a
freely available tool and allows tracing of HTTP
messages [29].
I. Test Plan
The following test plan was devised so as to
compare the performance of SOREST with SOAP
and REST. The same test data was used. Also, the
tests were performed when a style sheet was
applied to the response to show the results in XML.
Moreover, to test for message and database
complexity the size of the request will be increased
(‘FromCountry’ - 30 characters) and response
(‘Day’ – 30 characters) as well as increasing the
database to store 10000 records. Five GET tests
were performed in a LAN setup and the average
RT and packet size compared. Only the responses
without applying the style sheet will be tracked.
II. Evaluation of SOREST
The average response size and time is calculated
and summarized in the table below.
Table 5: Average Response Size and Time to compare
SOREST

Figure 12: Evaluation of Load Testing

The REST web service performed better than
the SOAP web service based on the results
obtained in figure above. Although the average
time taken to process a request and the number of

Test
performed
on Server
Computer

Test No

1
2

Average
Response
Size (bytes)

Average
Response
Time (secs)

SOAP
(style sheet)

8969

1.42

REST
(style sheet)

7804

0.54
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7813

1.15

4

SOAP

1714

1.22

5

REST

1510

0.39

6

SOREST

1519

0.54

8969

17.47

8

REST
(style sheet)

7804

14.16

9

SOREST
(style sheet)

7813

17.02

10

SOAP

1714

15.92

11

REST

1510

14.55

12

SOREST

1519

15.02

13

SOAP
(style sheet)

8969

18.76

14

REST
(style sheet)

7804

17.53

15

SOREST
(style sheet)

7813

17.88

16

SOAP

1714

17.45

17

REST

1510

13.26

18

SOREST

1519

16.43

LAN Testing (client/server)
(192.168.1.12)

SOAP
(style sheet)

Testing

SOREST
(style sheet)

WAN
(197.224.115.117)

3

7

For all the different types of testing performed
(on server, LAN, WAN), SOREST average
response size was almost similar to REST average
response as both returns the response in XML only.
Compared to SOAP, SOREST average response
size decreased considerably as now no additional
soap envelope is being returned which is present
and hence, adding additional payload to the
average response size of SOAP web services.
The average response time of REST is the best
as the request/response is only performed using
XML. SOREST average response time is
somewhere between the average response times of
REST and SOAP. The reason is simply that
SOREST sends requests using SOAP messages
and return response in XML only.
Average response size and time for the
complexity tests are summarised in table 10:

Table 6: Average Response Size and Time Complexity
Test via LAN
SOAP

REST

SOREST

Response
Size (bytes)

1797

1593

1602

Response
Time (secs)

17.43

14.75

16.57

Figure 13: Average Response Size –Complexity Test

Figure 14: Average Response Time –Complexity Test

Although the complexity of request and
response as well as database size were increased,
the average response size and average response
time of SOREST was better than for SOAP web
services although they were greater as compared to
REST.
We can conclude that SOREST is working as
expected for the GET messages. It has improved
the response time and response size compared to
those for SOAP web services but of course it
cannot outperform REST web service. Hence
SOREST, the combination of SOAP request and
REST response, will definitely improve a client
experience while using a SOREST web service.
L.

General Guidelines for Creating a SOREST
Web Service

Guidelines are provided below to enable
developers to implement SOREST:
1. Create a normal asp.net SOAP web service
but make the web service one way.
2. The service should include the URL of the
calling client.
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3. Allow client to add web reference to the
web service to able to invoke the web
methods.
4. When client initiates requests, use soap
extension methods at server side to capture
SOAP request before the deserialise stage
from client to server.
5. Extract parameters from the SOAP request.
6. Construct a REST request and send the
request to a REST web service.
7. Return only the response received from the
REST web server to the calling SOAP
client.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
All the main objectives initially set have been
successfully achieved as it has been demonstrated
during the design, implementation and testing
phase. An airport web service system was
implemented using both the SOAP protocol and
using the REST design architecture. Consumer
applications were also created to use and test the
web service implemented. Similar methods were
implemented in both types of web services to
provide a good benchmark of results. The relative
performance of the web services have been well
compared using the benchmarks identified.
From the test results, it was seen that RESTful
web services were better than SOAP-based web
services in terms of latency, bandwidth utilized and
overall system resiliency. Moreover, the overhead
caused by the SOAP envelop was clearly
demonstrated in this project. However, by
examining related works in this area, we also came
to the conclusion that even if REST was better than
SOAP, each approach to implementing web
services has their own uses. Keeping this in mind,
a new technique, SOREST, has been successfully
devised in which a SOAP web service was merged
with a REST web service in order to improve on
performance of SOAP-based web services while
using the benefits of both approaches. This is a
new idea which we have successfully implemented
and tested.

have been spent in doing a comprehensive analysis
and comparison of the performance of SOAP,
REST and SOREST. However, additional
worthwhile features could have been implemented
but which are considered as future work. These
consist of:
1. Security measures such as digital signature or
certificates could have been implemented to ensure
information is exchanged securely over the web.
2. Caching techniques could have been used, for
example, using GET methods with ETags headers
help in efficient caching .
3. The use of wireless technologies can be
incorporated in the web service to allow passengers
to have real time information, for example, about
the length of a queue in a gate for boarding.
4. Compression techniques, such as ZIP
algorithm to compress
and decompress
SOAP/XML messages could be used which would
improve the performance of SOAP and SOREST
based web services.
5. Extend the SOREST approach to the other
CRUD operations and optimise SOREST codes.
6. Create a framework for SOREST so that it is
easily adaptable for implementing web services in
general.
7. Make the implementation more flexible by
using dynamic binding instead of static binding for
example, for extracting the input parameters,
method name and creating URL of REST Web
service and returning other content types for
implementation of SOREST.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents utilization of mobile technologies
for supporting distance learning system in open
universities or online courses. The architectural
framework of learning module is proposed specifically
for constructing engineering and scientific remote
laboratories. Affordances of mobile technologies are
presented herein concerning usability, functionality,
portability, consistency, and security. Furthermore,
conceptual design of the proposed modules consists of
mobile internet/software platforms, remote controller,
user interface and portable-multimedia-device sensor
network. Collaboration of these modules with mobile
platforms and hardware controller causes the potential
communication between m-learning-participants and
experimental equipment. The paper shows that
implementation of mobile technologies regarding their
affordances can accomplish student’s comprehension in
remotely conducting engineering and scientific
measurement and in participating in activities from
different locations. Finally, the paper presents the ideal
platform development and practical usage initiated by
the proposed collaborative mobile system in order to
achieve the academic standard in these areas.

KEYWORDS

various
channels
depending
on
student
requirements. There are varieties of traditional
learning scenarios and conditions to be provided for
distance students such as via postal course material,
teleconference, e-learning, e-tutorial and m-learning
etc. Consequently, in order to satisfy student
competency and approach quality assurance,
academic institutes and instructors should
appropriately carry out distance learning course
management by implementing the infrastructure in
all aspects of technologies [1]. Furthermore,
emerging technologies regarding mobile technology
and ubiquitous computing is able to increase
improvement in distance learning interaction [2].
For engineering and scientific studies, the
traditional distance learning paradigm might not be
suitable for students to gain real experimentation,
laboratories, tools and equipment which necessitate
sufficient practicing experiences. Due to problems
of students’ location, time, places, and numbers of
laboratory tools, distance students cannot approach
to classrooms or laboratories for their appointment
classes. It can decrease the study quality in these
specific
areas.
Therefore,
communication
technologies should be applied for supporting
student access to virtual-laboratory- environments
at any times from anywhere by simply using their
own computers, laptops, smartphones, or any other
electronic equipment.

Technology enhanced learning; mobile technology;
remote laboratories; distance learning; collaborative
mobile system; wireless sensor network

2 AFFORDANCE OF MOBILE TECHNOLOGY
1 INTRODUCTION
Distance learning systems are not restricted to
learning only in classrooms but also learning from

As the deployment of 3G/4G mobile technology is
speeding up, research activities on mobile platforms
for supporting mobile learning have emerged in the
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academic community. Architectural framework for
different types of m-learning environments should
be potentially designed regarding affordances of
mobile technology and augmented reality features
[3]. In this section, affordances of mobile
technology at the client or student site are taken into
account as promoting simple use of m-learning for
engineering and scientific remote laboratories.
2.1 Usability
 Embedded Information: Mobile platforms
should be available for remote laboratory
environments which are overlaid with all digital
objects and multimedia embedding such as text,
audio, videos, graphics, and interactive multimedia
objects.
 User Archive: All data content, experimental
procedures and sets of instruction codes that are
encountered
throughout
remote
laboratory
experiences should be stored in user archive or
library at the regional servers and the central server.
The servers will filter and provide this information
specifically to each user depending on user’s
progress
and
on-demand
requirement.
Consequently, mobile platforms (i.e., smartphones,
tablets, netbooks, or sensor network modules) at the
client or student site should be operated with high
speed data transmission and high capacity of data
storage, for examples IEEE 802.16e/Mobile
WiMAX technology, and IEEE 802.20/MobileFi
technology [4].

2.2 Functionality
 Location based Service: LBS is one of the
technique implemented for location-specific
information. User localization can be classified by
IP address and GPS (Global Positioning System)
location when students log into the learning systems
via their smartphones or portable electronic devices
with functional GPS and network connection. When
students log into learning systems within relative
proximity to one regional distance education center
or to other group partners, these users are grouped
together by that regional server as its regional
clients. Location-specific information or interaction
will be provided within the group.
 Individualization: Sensors embedded on a
touch screen in a mobile device or a mousemovement tracing program can enable a regional

server to logically track interaction with laboratory
modules. In order to assign individualized
laboratory environments for each user who has
unique skills, learning system should differentiate
between skilful-student lessons and incompetentstudent lessons. In addition, for group working, the
server should individualize learning system suitably
for team-based experimental problem solving. Each
sensor node embedded in a mobile device
broadcasts information of interaction to other sensor
nodes located in the same wireless sensor network,
WSN [5] in order to synchronize the experimental
procedures within the same group. Then the
interaction data is transmitted from the gateway
node to the regional server and re-transmitted to the
central server for computing and assessment.

2.3 Consistency
 On-demand Content: Participants are
allowed to access all content on demand related to
their experimental capabilities. Once a remote
laboratory module has been done, the central server
should record the progress of each user and provide
the next consistent lesson in a logical order. At the
mobile station, mobile web applications should be
designed for supporting variety of content and
interaction between users and the servers. User
interface software platforms, i.e. class interaction,
remote controller, and assessment, are also
remarkably concerned.
 Synchronization: Since group working is
included in the laboratory experience, all
participants in the same group should
collaboratively deal with the experiment tasks
themselves via their own devices. Mobile web
applications are designed with functionality of
tracking and control systems. Communications
between devices or nodes in WSN can enable
experiment procedure synchronization. Sensor
nodes embedded in each mobile platform will
communicate together to synchronize the content
appearing
on
screen.
Therefore,
while
representative participants conduct the online
measurement, others are monitoring the experiment,
or even entering the next command, or participating
in the lesson in other ways simultaneously.

2.4 Portability


Device-to-Device Communication:
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Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) is also
taken into account as wireless communication
technology for mobile devices. Apart from 3G/4G
mobile technology, each mobile platform can
transmit data directly to other mobile platform
located nearby within a short range, called as peerto-peer communication. As a consequence, students
can exchange data with other partners in the same
working group when working together in the same
area.
 Data collection: Experimental data used in a
laboratory module are presented in strings, files,
pictures, audio, and video, and are stored either in
servers or mobile devices. During experimental
experiences, students are able to retrieve, store,
capture, transmit and compute data for interaction,
assessment and evaluation purposes. QR-code
function could be used to produce links of
experimental results or experimental reports to be
shared among group partners or to be submitted to
the learning system.

2.5 Security
 Authentication: To authenticate users
registered in the experimental module, the
registration or log-in sessions should be provided
via mobile web applications. Users can authenticate
themselves either by entering username/password,
PIN numbers, or biometric identifiers. Software
platform should provide authentication function that
captures physiological characteristics from a
camera, a microphone, a keyboard, and a touch
screen embedded on a mobile device.

scenarios of remote laboratories implementing
mobile communication technologies as follows:

3.1 Mobile Internet Platform
Mobile internet platforms can support interaction
between students and learning content. To gain high
speed data transfer between participants and
learning module access, these mobile platforms are
integrated into high-speed internet, web application,
cloud computing and location based service
technologies [6]. When students use their portable
devices to log into learning module systems, their
areas’ location data is detected and sent to the
central server. The connection between each
participant and the nearest service site of regional
distance education centers will be built. Content
data transferred from regional servers are shared
among specific groups of students, or grid
computing service from regional site can be
provided for a number of students as shown in
Figure 1. This can lead to traffic load sharing in the
central network and in the main servers.

Location based
Mobile Internet Platform Services
Service
Cloud Computing
Web
Application

Laboratory Station

Learning
Module

Software Platform

University
Central Server

NETWORK
Regional Server A

High Speed

Regional Server B
Participants

Campus A

Regional Distance Education Centre
Campus B

3 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FOR REMOTE
LABORATORY CONSTRUCTION USING MOBILE
TECHNOLOGY
Applying mobile communication technologies can
bridge the gap between conducting a series of
experiments in a laboratory and conducting at
home, in a workplace, or any other places.
Affordance of merging computer network, microcontroller, user interface and mobile technologies
can gain virtual experimental environments for
participants. Students are able to interact with
digital content related to their experimental
assignments in learning modules. There are various

Regional Distance Education Centre

Figure 1. Overview of mobile internet platforms for
constructing remote laboratories.

3.2 Software Platforms
Currently, there are various numbers of commercial
software used in engineering and scientific areas for
simulating system automation and system control
measurement such as MATLAB/Simulink and
LabVIEW. With programming skill, students can
remotely instruct or adjust parameters to control
machines or mechanical arms [7].
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Central Server

Remote Laboratory via LabVIEW© User Interface Software

Set Up Requests
NETWORK

Experimental Procedures
Controlling Instructions

Software Platform
Mobile Internet
Platform

Course Participants

Regional Server

Figure 2. Cooperation between LabVIEW software and software platform for remote laboratory.

Reference [8] demonstrated the idea of simulating
remote laboratory using LabVIEW software.
Regarding mobile technology, the architectural
framework of this function is client-server system.
The experimental devices are controlled and
connected with interface cards such as Data
Acquisition card (DAQ), General Purpose Interface
Bus (GPIB) card, video capture card and sound card
etc. All interface cards are linked with a workstation
as the experimental control and data collection
station. All collecting data results are delivered to
the main web server which arranges the order of
users’ access via their mobile internet platforms as
presented in Figure 2.
Furthermore, users also enter instruction
programs to control the same machine or equipment
at the same time or carry out many experimental
tasks simultaneously. The main web server will
organize the order of set up requests and the order
of experimental procedures instructed by different
users. After completing each instruction or access
upon request, controlling software will turn into the
standby or idle mode waiting for the next command
to be transmitted either from the same users or
others.
3.3 Remote Controller
Interface

Module

and

User

Considerably, the mobile internet platform should

cooperate with the remote controller module to
interface between users and experimental
equipment. In remote laboratory classes, students
can remotely communicate with tools and
equipment located at a station via user interface
module and controlling software embedded in a
mobile learning module. Thus, students are able to
instruct tools, equipment, or robotic machine by
entering commands via user-interface-software
platform without any further software installation.
Functional user-interface- modules installed in
software platforms include power on/off, screen
display, monitoring, temperature control, conveying
control, volume control, vision control or
mechanical arm control modules etc. Mobile
devices could send all these control commands via
school networks or a virtual private network (VPN)
to microcontroller interfaces of equipment systems
at the laboratory station.
 Remote Laboratory System (RLAB):
Reference [9] proposed the Remote Laboratory
System (RLAB) which was also operated as clientserver topology using open source software. At the
server site, the RLAB terminal could simply be a
desktop computer with installation of programming
compilers, loaders and instruction programming.
Command codes will be uploaded and executed as
the controller at the RLAB server site which is
interfaced with the laboratory equipment. Result
responses from the equipment will be transferred
from the server to client sites. At client sites,
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 Mechanical Control Demonstration: For the
purpose of demonstrating system control,
mechanical equipment, mechanical arms or simple
Lego Mindstorm [10] set with embedded
programmable microcontrollers are used. The
embedded controller chips are attached with, for
examples, detector, activator, light emitter, free-fall
test controller, or Newton’s law movement
controller. Participants can control machine
components through their portable devices by
accessing into the web server and operating user
interface modules. Additionally, streaming video of
results will be transmitted back for monitoring via
mobile devices at the client site.

3.4 Portable-Multimedia-Device Sensor Network
There exists the operation of portable-multimediadevice sensor network for users’ interaction. This
portable device is a small multimedia module,
called as Ubiquitous Media Portal or UMP [11].
This device is embedded with many interactive
functions such as touch screen controller,
photo/video/audio presentation, adjustable focus/tilt
camera, and video recording functions. Data and
multimedia streaming are transmitted between each
device throughout the same sensor network. Each
participant has to authenticate oneself by entering
username/password as module registration prior to
participation in a class. Using this portablemultimedia-device
sensor
network,
remote
laboratory procedures could be functionally
designed including demonstration, step-by-step
guidance, collaborative work, and class assessment
modules.

Group Working Laboratory
Group Working Laboratory
Central Server
Regional
Server B
NETWORK
e
Mod
Idle

students can access the system via any mobile
devices from any places in order to log into the
RLAB server within the constant reserved time slot.
Thus, participants can program, upload, and execute
command codes, and also monitor experimental
results from their screens.

Regional Server A

Sensor
node

Individual Laboratory

UMP Mobile Platform

Figure 3. Communication diagram of portable-multimediadevice sensor network.

The implementation of emerging mobile
technologies can make communication between
participants and laboratory stations more interactive
than providing only online content. Details of these
modules are explained in Figure 3 as
implementation of portable-multimedia-device
sensor network as UMP mobile platforms for
remote laboratory modules. This can be conducted
in both individual learning and group working
scenarios as the contributions listed below.

4.1 Experimental Demonstration
According to Figure 3, the central server broadcasts
video streaming of laboratory demonstration to the
regional servers via the university’s computer
network. The sensor network of UMP devices is
able to link to the server in each regional distance
education center. Furthermore, sensors embedded in
the UMP device can detect the interaction of users
via touch screen. Although logging into the learning
module for class participating, the signal of the idle
mode corresponding to no response to the learning
content can be automatically detected and reported
to the regional server and the central server
respectively. Therefore, series of content will be
suitably adapted to the actual interactive behavior of
a learner.

4.2 Step-by-Step Experimental Guidance
4 IMPLEMENTATION

OF EMERGING
TECHNOLOGIES AND CONTRIBUTIONS

MOBILE

Furthermore, the central server can interact with
each student for step-by-step experimental
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procedures simultaneously by using regional servers
as network agents. According to UMP sensor
network in server B as depicted in Figure 3, despite
being located in the same regional sensor network
and registering in the same laboratory station, each
UMP module could be able to contain different
experimental guidance. It means that students can
adjust different orders of experimental procedures
on demand corresponding to their experimental skill
and activity progress.
4.3 Collaborative Work
Applying UMP devices based on sensor networks is
based on the peer-to-peer communication between
users. Students can specifically exchange
information among others in the same group
gaining the collaborative work within groups. In
case of carrying out a workshop in a group by
appointment, a group of students send a request to
the central server for setting up a working group. In
the first place, laboratory content will be provided
for all participants in the group. Then, the logical
order of experimental procedures is conducted
synchronously via each UMP device since all
sensors communicate and exchange data between
group partners immediately to synchronize the
measurement processes within the group.
Thus the main screen of each UMP device
similarly displays the same content of experimental
procedures despite sending different responses, such
as sending files, chatting, or instructing etc., from
each individual participant. The learning module
system receives all responses from each participant,
then the system will compute, generate responses,
and send the next content back to the UMP devices,
where the next laboratory procedure is presented on
the main screen and other particular responses of
individual user are displayed on the sub-screen. The
communication between users and servers as
collaborative work is presented in Figure 4.

4.4 Class Assessment
For the purpose of the participation assessment,
interaction scores with regional servers, with other
UMP devices, and with group partners are measured

Central Server

NETWORK
Main Content
: Laboratory Procedure

Group Working A
Regional Server
Response Content
: Instructions
Group Working B

Main Content
: Main Menu/Idle Mode
Response Content
: Chatting

Figure 4. Interaction diagram of collaborative work.

Central Server
Course Assesment
Monitoring, Computing,
Grading Work

NETWORK

LAB Content
Idle Mode

Regional Server
Monitoring & Comptuing
Measured Interaction
Scores

Idle Mode/Chatting
LAB Content/
Chatting

Feedback Responses

Figure 5. Framework of class assessment protocol.

by terms of data exchange, response time, time
duration of turning into the idle mode. In addition,
the terms of logical order of screen touching,
transmitting data, and time duration of turning into
the idle mode are taken into account for assessing
the attention in experiments. Those are measured in
both quality and quantity scales.
As shown in Figure 5, each UMP sensor detects
and gathers all assessing parameters and then
transmits this information to the regional server for
monitoring and computing. Later on, the feedback
responses will be sent from the regional server to
encourage particularly each user to continue or to
pay more attention to the experiment. Furthermore,
satisfactory survey can be operated using online
questionnaires via UMP. Students are able to give
some feedback on their learning back to instructors
for activity improvement. Lastly, all information
stored at regional servers can be retrieved and
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analyzed by the central server to summarize the
success of remote laboratory classes and,
additionally, to grade student works.

5 CONCLUSION
Emerging of mobile technologies for constructing
engineering and scientific remote laboratory
modules to support distance learning system was
presented in this paper. Affordances of mobile
technology could enable virtual laboratory
environments on m-learning system in functions of
demonstration, presentation, remote controlling,
user interface, interaction and data communications.
Next, the conceptual design of architectural
framework of the proposed modules was
demonstrated including mobile internet/software
platforms, remote controller, user interface and
portable-multimedia-device sensor network. In
consequence, implementation of mobile internet and
software platforms with mobile web application,
WSN, peer-to-peer communication technologies
could give some remote laboratory example of
UMP sensor network. Implementation of UMP
modules for online experimental demonstration,
step-by-step guidance, collaborative work, and class
assessment was presented. In summary, in order to
improve further m-learning performances for
engineering and scientific remote laboratories,
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and
Augmented Reality (AR) should be included
alongside mobile technologies.
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ABSTRACT
Shortage of healthcare workers (HCWs) hampers
treatment outcomes in Sub-Sahara Africa (SSA). There
is also a great need for scalable, cost-effective and
long-term strategies in healthcare. The benefits of eGovernment, the integration of innovative Information
and Communication Technologies (ICTs) to
conveniently provide access to services and data, are
yet to be realized. m-Health is an emerging concept
with potential to revolutionize delivery of healthcare.
Mobile phones and other emerging technologies have
the potential to change healthcare for the better when
used as an enabler to provide immediate and secure
access to critical clinical information. This exploratory
study aims to discover ideas and insights on the
integration of emerging technologies with Electronic
Health Records (EHRs). The research identifies
constraints and concerns associated with the setup of
EHR systems as well as outline the potential for
integrating emerging technologies to the provision of
quality access and healthcare and treatment outcomes.
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Emerging
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1. INTRODUCTION
Emerging Technologies (ETs) are defined as
innovations that are in development and have a
potential to transform an industry [1]. ETs have

the potential to alter an industry landscape
resulting in numerous implications on policy and
practice [2]. ETs arise from new knowledge and
lead to rapid developments and capabilities, which
sometimes disrupt existing processes and
procedures [3]. A potential mechanism to reduce
medical errors is adopting ETs in the provision of
healthcare is proposed [4] in this study. A number
of technologies including biometrics, mobile
phones, cloud computing, big data and predictive
analytics have been identified as ETs [5-9].
Healthcare workers in Low and Middle Income
Countries (LMICs) face challenges of low pay,
poor working conditions, and, overused and
outdated infrastructure leading to migration to
other countries [10].
1.1 Rationale
Sub-Saharan Africa is greatly affected by migration
of their health professionals leading to an ever
rising shortage of service providers. The delivery of
services is also being affected by the HIV/AIDS
burden [11]. Consumerization of devices has led to
health workers bringing smartphones, tablets and
other technologies to their workplace to meet their
desire for personalized and anywhere access. This
has enabled the mobilization of the Bring Your
Own Device (BYOD) concept in healthcare [12].
This paper explores the potential benefits of
integrating the above mentioned emerging
technologies in healthcare.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Biometric Technologies
Biometric technologies are defined as automated
identification and verification of persons using
unique biological characteristics, that cannot be
stolen, forgotten, forged or exchanged [13].The
need for data security and confidentiality, by both
healthcare workers and patients, has resulted in the
integration of biometrics in service provision at
many health facilities. The flexibility of this
technology, its adaptability to varied environments
is strengthening biometric integration. Furthermore,
the need to access, share and exchange medical
information demands trusted processes and
procedures for the exchange of data by healthcare
professionals. Biometrics could provide this
security, and thus create operational efficiencies by
ensuring treatment is tied to a patients identity. An
opportunity exists for a universal patient
identification system with the use of biometrics for
identification [14].
Fraud in healthcare is also posing a big challenge.
Falsification of patient records and identify theft
has led to false claims, or unauthorized access to
services, or billing for “phantom claims”.
Biometrics makes it possible to verify every
treatment encounter leaving a verifiable audit trail
[15-17]. Further, the integration of biometrics in
healthcare will compliment compliance to industry
and government regulation [18].

Storage and sharing of patient data could be
enabled by the use of the cloud. Data could be
shared easily in multiple health facilities, without
duplication and redundancy, improving quality of
care and treatment outcomes [24]. EHRs are
usually patient centered, and need to be accessible
on-demand to inform patient treatment. The cloud
infrastructure could serve as an enabler in data
sharing across multiple locations [25]. Healthcare
organizations will thus be able to better deliver
their core mandate of healthcare, rather than
spending unnecessary time on the technology setup
and maintenance, as on-demand critical data will be
facilitated by cloud storage [26]. Cloud
technologies also interface with mobile phones,
another emerging technology seamlessly [27]. Thus
these two forms of technology could be adopted in
tandem to realize greater benefits.
2.3 Predictive Analytics
Big Data is defined by the volume, velocity,
variety, veracity and value of the data [28] Big data
analysis provides the potential of data patterns, thus
better informing diagnosis and treatment in clinical
informatics Predictive analytics could better inform
clinical decision support systems, disease
surveillance and public health management.
Healthcare providers will also be able to make
better and more informed diagnosis. The analysis
of patient characteristics, cost and treatment
outcomes will inform clinically cost effective care
to patients. Enhanced data analysis provided to
decision makers will inform policy and
programming in healthcare [29].

2.2 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is a model for enabling
ubiquitous, convenient, and on-demand network
access, to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources, that can be rapidly provisioned and
released, with minimal management effort or
service provider interaction [19]. The healthcare
industry has been slow to adopt this emerging
technology compared to other industries [20, 21].
Adoption of this emerging technology is promising,
and could bring tangible benefits that may include
lower costs, better quality and accessibility of
healthcare [22, 23].

The
availability of
patient
management
applications on mobile devices could support
patient-driven case-based surveillance of care and
treatment, adherence to treatment, and detect trends
that enhance positive health outcomes [30].
Analytics will make it possible to provide patients
with up-to-date information on the treatment
decisions and programs associated with their
illnesses [31].
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2.4 Mobile Phone Technologies
There are close to 5 billion mobile phone
subscriptions in the world, with over 85% of the
world’s population now covered by a commercial
wireless signal [32]. Mobile phone technologies
offer effective ways of increasing access to
healthcare in LMICs, the cost and penetration of
handsets is high and the numbers are growing.
Mobile phones have improved Healthcare by
providing treatment compliance, public awareness
through SMS alerts, clinical follow-up information,
and disease management details [33].
Mobile phones can help in chronic disease
management. Elderly and expectant mothers can be
empowered through real-time management
reminders and monitoring thus improving treatment
outcomes [34]. Mobile phones are regularly
increasing in computing power and functionality.
They are becoming much smaller, lighter and less
expensive, thus enhancing their portability. The
fact that the portable devices ubiquous makes it
suitable to deliver regular health information to
patients. Mobile phone based infrastructure is being
piloted in a number of healthcare setups for health
monitoring, treatment support and access to clinical
information by providers. The seamless integration
of EHR is making mobile phone technologies very
useful [35].
3. RESEARCH DESIGN
This research applied an exploratory research
design with a goal to discover ideas and insights of
integrating mobile phone technologies an emerging
technology, with EHRs. The research aims to
identify potential problems associated with the
setup of EHR systems It also explores the
opportunities available for integrating mobile
phone technologies to provide quality healthcare
and health outcomes. The aim of the exploratory
research conducted was threefold: to provide a
better understanding of a patient’s access to health
care; to document patient data flow; and to map
service delivery points. Through this research, a
conceptual model of integrating mobile phone
technologies into EHRs, was developed.

4. RESULTS
An electronic interview guide was sent to 20
healthcare providers in March 2014, 16 providers
responded. The participants included 7 nurses, 5
doctors, 3 clinical officers and 1 social worker as
shown in figure 1 below. 60% of study participants
were working or had ever worked in a health
facility using paper-based health information
system to record, store and retrieve patient data.

Figure 1: Distribution of respondents

The study respondents outlined a number of issues
that would inform the conceptual model of EHR
with emerging technologies. 40% of the
respondents proposed that the EHR system could
be used for patient diagnosis; 30% of the
participants identified data storage and the
remaining 30% patient records retrieval as shown
in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Usage of mobile phone technologies in EHR as
proposed by the respondents
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Quality of healthcare could be improved by the use
of EHRs [36]. The system could enhance service
delivery and efficiency, reduce patient waiting
time, and prevent data loss. 50% indicated that less
time would be spent by patients waiting for a
service. This would encourage more patients to
access healthcare and get treated. H healthcare
providers will also benefit by being able to provide
healthcare to a larger population.
90% of respondents identified the on-demand
availability of patient records as very important.
Mobile phone technologies would address this
need. Further the errors of misplaced patient
records, and a patient’s laboratory results being
mixed up, will be reduced by a reliable EHR
system.
Other benefits of integrating emerging technologies
with the EHRs were noted. Over 40% of
participants felt healthcare could be scaled up with
lean healthcare providers by technology enabling
remote access of patient records from different
locations. This could be achieved through the
implementation of cloud computing. Patient data
confidentiality was a big concern among the study
participants. 60% of respondents’ feared breach of
patient confidentiality if the electronic data was
accessed by unauthorized persons. To overcome
this, patient data can be secured with security
features such as a firewall, data encryption and
secure wireless connection. Challenges envisioned
by participants in the use of EHRs integrating
emerging technologies included health provider
skills, power failure, financing and related
infrastructural needs.

Figure 3 demonstrates a conceptual model
illustrating the EHR system setup with the
adoption of emerging technologies, taking into
consideration health provider’s needs, concerns
and suggestions.
The study respondents envisioned the EHR
integrating emerging technologies of mobile
phone and cloud computing to assist with patient
diagnosis; data storage and records retrieval.
5. CONCLUSION
The continuum of healthcare can be well supported
by an EHR that has interoperability capacities
allowing multiple health facilities to share patient’s
data. This would make it possible for the clinical
staff to access a comprehensive medical history of
their patients. In LMICs, healthcare providers are
not enough, EHRs integrating emerging
technologies could support the scale up of services
by available lean clinical staff remotely accessing a
patient’s investigation, current medical condition,
exhibiting symptoms. The healthcare providers at
the remote locations will be able to arrive at a
diagnosis and relay their results back to the HER.
This can increase healthcare access and reach
patients even in remote parts of Kenya.
This research has identified benefits of integrating
emerging technologies with EHRs. Future research
could include a larger study to include healthcare
providers in urban, rural and semi urban settings.
This will help to evaluate the system usability and
the cost benefit analysis of including emerging
technologies in EHR systems.
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ABSTRACT
Many information-processing applications are based on
digital data although the origin of most sources of
information is analog. A new signal sampling and
representation framework for such purposes is
introduced in this work. We use prolate spheroidal
wave functions (PSWF) to represent analog signals by
digital information. The proposed method can be
applied to reconstruct signals on a finite interval from a
finite number of discrete samples. It is shown that,
contrary to the Nyquist approximation, the
reconstruction error of the proposed technique can be
made as small as desired. The new method is
applicable to general signals including twodimensional sources of images. Experimental results
are presented and discussed. Our conclusion is that the
proposed approach to signal representation using
PSWF could be superior to presently available methods
and may be instrumental in most practical cases of
digital signals, which are naturally of finite support.

In this work, we propose a new approach to the
digitization task, providing a better approximation
than uniform Nyquist-based sampling. The
proposed method is more complex than uniform
sampling, however, suitable hardware can easily
cope with the added complexity. On the other
hand, in order to get the same approximation error,
the proposed method will require significantly
fewer samples than uniform sampling.
According to the sampling theorem, a bandlimited signal 𝑓(𝑥) can be represented as a
function of its discrete samples 𝑓(𝑛/2𝜔).
Mathematically, the signal representation is as
follows:
𝑛
𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 − 2𝜔 ))
𝑓(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑓 ( )
.
𝑛
2𝜔
2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
)
𝑛=−∞
2𝜔
∞

(1)

KEYWORDS
Analog to Digital Conversion, Sampling Theorem,
Approximation, Reconstruction, Prolate Spheroidal
Wave Functions.

1 INTRODUCTION
Nyquist sampling theorem is widely accepted as a
means of representing band-limited signals by
their digital samples. Its main drawbacks,
however, are that practical signals are time-limited
and therefore not band-limited and that in order to
reconstruct a band-limited signal an infinite
number of samples are required. Nevertheless,
although in most cases Nyquist theorem cannot be
used to perfectly reconstruct signals, it can be used
as a reasonable approximation for the acquisition
of most signals.

It is evident that the signal reconstruction is
affected by all its samples. Due to the scaling
property of the Fourier transform, without loss of
generality we will set the interval to be [−1,1] in
this paper and only the bandwidth will be
changed.
Figure 1 depicts a band-limited signal and its finite
sum approximation according to:
𝑛
𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 − 2𝜔))
𝑓(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑓 ( )
.
𝑛
2𝜔
2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
)
𝑛=−𝑁
2𝜔
𝑁 = ⌊2𝜔⌋.
𝑁

(2)
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𝑛
𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 − 2𝜔))
𝑠̂ (𝑥) = ∑ 𝑠( )
.
𝑛
2𝜔
2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
)
𝑛=−𝑁
2𝜔
𝑁 = ⌊2𝜔⌋.
𝑁

𝑛

(4)

𝑛

If 𝜏 = 0, 𝑠 (2𝜔) = 𝑐𝑛 . If 𝜏 ≠ 0, a sample 𝑠 (2𝜔) is a
linear combination of all 𝑐𝑛 . Consequently, in the
latter case, the approximation error will
predominantly be larger. Hence analytic error
calculation can be used as a lower bound of the
approximation error for the general case of 𝜏 ≠ 0.
Figure 1. Signal reconstruction using a finite number of
samples within a given interval. As can be seen, an error is
likely to occur mainly near both ends of the interval.

If 𝜏 = 0, the approximation error is given by:
1

𝐸{‖𝑠̂ (𝑥) − 𝑠(𝑥)‖2𝐿2 } = 𝐸 {∫ |𝑠̂ (𝑥) − 𝑠(𝑥)|2 𝑑𝑥 }
−1

Due to the decay rate of the Sinc function, it is
reasonable to assume that adjacent samples affect
the result more than samples that are far from the
reconstruction point, in a reciprocal manner to the
distance. It can be seen in Figure 1 that at the
edges of the interval the approximation error is
larger than in the middle of the interval. This
could be significant for short time support signals.
Generally, the error is signal dependent. But the
average error can be analyzed using a stochastic
band-limited signal model:
𝑛
− 𝜏))
2𝜔
𝑠(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑐𝑛
,
𝑛
2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
− 𝜏)
𝑛=−𝑀
2𝜔
1
𝑀 ≫ ⌊2𝜔⌋,
0 ≤ −𝜏 <
.
2𝜔
𝑀

𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −

(3)

where 𝑐𝑛 are zero-mean IID random variables. The
parameter 𝜏 is a random variable distributed
1
uniformly in [0, 2𝜔). Signals of this model have a
flat spectrum. The stochastic model is general.
Thus it can characterize various practical signals,
for example OFDM signals [1].
Assuming uniform sampling and that only 2𝑁 + 1
samples in an interval [−1,1] are known,
Equation (3) can be approximated by:

= 𝜎𝑐2

∑

(5)

𝑃(𝑛),

𝑀≥|𝑛|>𝑁

which is proportional to (see Appendix A):
1

𝑃(𝑛) = ∫ |
−1

2
𝑛
))
2𝜔
| 𝑑𝑥 .
𝑛
2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
)
2𝜔

𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −

(6)

Figure 2 depicts numerical calculation of (5). It is
apparent that the approximation error is decreasing
with the bandwidth. This result is due to the fact
that fewer samples are adjacent to edges and thus
the approximation error is smaller.
There are several alternative approaches to
calculating the approximation error due to a finite
sum (2). An upper bound is presented in [2].
Since the approximation error is decreasing with
the bandwidth, a common approach to sampling a
band-limited signal on a finite interval is
oversampling. In this case the sampling rate is
higher than the minimum required by the Nyquist
sampling theorem. We will use the term
oversampling to indicate the number of samples
used compared to the minimum required
according to Nyquist. It is possible to show that
the approximation error approaches zero when the
sampling rate is approaching infinity.
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Figure 2. The analytical approximation error of a stochastic
band-limited signal. The horizontal axis indicates the
bandwidth of the signal.

Monte-Carlo simulation results of band-limited
signal approximation are presented in Figure 3.
The approximation error naturally decreases with
oversampling. However the decreasing rate is
rather slow. It is evident from Figure 3 that 2
samples above the minimum of the sampling
theorem reduce the approximation error
significantly,
while
further
increase
of
oversampling does not reduce significantly the
approximation error further.

The proposed approximation is based on Prolate
Spheroidal Wave Functions (PSWF) of order zero.
These functions are utilized to solve various
problems in physics and engineering, including in
antenna theory, for example [3]. Several PSWFs
are depicted in Figure 4.
Commonly, PSWFs are known as the
eigenfunctions of Sturm-Liouville differential
operator [4]:
(1 − 𝑥 2 )𝜓 ′′ (𝑥) − 2𝑥 ∙ 𝜓 ′ (𝑥)
+ (𝜒𝑛 − 4𝜋 2 𝜔2 ∙ 𝑥 2 )𝜓(𝑥) = 0 .

3 THE PROPOSED APPROACH
Given a band-limited signal 𝑦(𝑡):
𝜔

𝑦(𝑥) = ∫ 𝑌(𝜉)𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑥∙𝜉 𝑑𝜉 ,

Figure 3. The approximation error as a function of
oversampling.

(7)

−𝜔

Moreover, in [5] is was found that PSWFs are also
the eigenfunctions of the following integral
equation:
1
𝜔
𝑗2𝜋𝜔𝑥𝜉 𝜔 (𝜉)𝑑𝜉
𝜆ω
𝜓𝑛
.
𝑛 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥) = ∫ 𝑒

the goal is to find an 𝑁-dimensional signal 𝑦̃(𝑡)
minimizing ‖𝑦(𝑡) − 𝑦̃(𝑡)‖𝐿2[−1,1]. Generally, nor
𝑦(𝑡) and neither 𝑦̃(𝑡) vanish outside [−1,1]. It is
also possible that ‖𝑦(𝑡) − 𝑦̃(𝑡)‖𝐿2[−1,1] is large.

(8)

(9)

−1

It is evident from (9) that it is possible to define an
orthonormal basis of bandlimited functions based
on PSWFs. The parameter 𝜔 refers to the
bandwidth. We adapt following normalization:
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2
𝜔|𝜆𝜔
𝑛| ≈ 1

𝑛 ≤ 4𝜔

2
0 < 𝜔|𝜆𝜔
𝑛| < 1

4𝜔 < 𝑛 ≤ 4𝜔 + 6

2
𝜔|𝜆𝜔
𝑛| ≈ 0

4𝜔 + 6 < 𝑛 .

(12)

∞
It can also be shown that the eigenvalues {𝜆𝜔
𝑛 }𝑛=0
have very fast decay [8]. Approximately the first
2
⌊4𝜔⌋ values of 𝜔|𝜆𝜔
𝑛 | are very close to 1. Then
only a small number of eigenvalues are between 0
and 1, while the rest are very close to zero. Figure
5 depicts a few distributions of PSWF
eigenvalues.

Figure 4. PSFWs for 𝜔 = 5.

1

‖𝜓𝑛𝜔 ‖𝐿2[−1,1] = √∫ |𝜓𝑛𝜔 (𝜉)|2 𝑑𝜉 = 1 .

(10)

−1

Although PWSF were studied exhaustively in the
past, there is little research akin to sampling and
reconstruction using PSWF. In [5] the authors
proposed to use PWSF to extrapolate a signal
known in [−1,1]. In [6] the author proposed to
interpolate band-limited functions using PSWF,
however, did not present a concrete reconstruction
scheme though he did state that PWSF are
mathematically
intractable
and
presented
asymptotic expansion.
Our approximation is based on three prominent
properties of PSWF: (i) Prolate Spheroidal Wave
Functions of order zero comprise an orthonormal
basis in 𝐿2 [−1,1]. (ii) The PSWF are bounded.
According to [7] Equations (58) and (60) there is
𝑁 > 0, such that for all 𝑛 > 𝑁 the following holds:
𝜓𝑛𝜔 (𝑥) ≤ √𝑛 + 0.5 .

(11)

(iii) The eigenvalues of PWSF have a distinctive
pattern:

Figure 5. The distribution of PSWF eigenvalues, as a
function of the bandwidth ω.

As a result, it will be shown that the
approximation error of using PSWF to represent a
signal can be made small due to the fast
eigenvalue decay. In fact, for 𝑛 ≥ 4𝜔 + 6 the
eigenvalues 𝜆𝜔
𝑛 have a more than exponential
decay. An asymptotic bound is found in numerous
numerical calculations:
𝜔
−𝜂(𝑛−𝑚)
|𝜆𝜔
,
𝑛 | ≤ |𝜆𝑚 | ∙ 𝑒

𝑛 ≥ 𝑚 ≥ ⌈4𝜔 + 6⌉ .

(13)

Figure 6 depicts several numerical calculations.
It is straightforward to show that the
{𝛹𝑛 (𝑢)}∞
eigenfunctions
constitute
an
𝑛=0
orthonormal basis for 𝐿2 [−𝜔, 𝜔]. Hence it is
possible to represent a signal in the frequency
domain as a linear combination of the basis
functions:
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1 𝜔 𝑢
𝜓 ( )
𝛹𝑛 (𝑢) = {√𝜔 𝑛 𝜔
0

−𝜔 ≤ 𝑢 ≤ 𝜔

,

(14)

0 ,

(15)

|𝑢| > 𝜔

such that:
𝑁−1

𝑁→∞

‖𝑌(𝜉) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝛹𝑛 (𝑢)‖
𝑛=0

→
𝐿2 [−𝜔,𝜔]

𝑎𝑛 = 〈𝑌(𝜉), 𝛹𝑛 (𝜉)〉𝐿2[−𝜔,𝜔] ,

(16)

where 𝑌(𝜉) is the Fourier transform of 𝑦(𝑥) and
{𝑎𝑛 }∞
𝑛=0 are the representation coefficients. By
using Parseval’s identity, it is possible to get the
following set of equations (Appendix A):
𝑁−1

𝑁→∞

‖𝑦(𝑥) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖
𝑛=0

→

0,

(17)

𝐿2 [−∞,∞]
𝑁−1

‖𝑦(𝑥) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖
𝑛=0

𝐿2 [−1,1]
∞

(18)

≤ √𝜔 ∑ |𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 |2 ,
𝑛=𝑁

∞

|𝑦(𝑥0 ) − √𝜔 ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥0 )|

√√𝜔 ∑ |𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 |2 ≤ √𝜔 ∙ 𝑠𝑢𝑝|𝑎𝑛 | ∙ √ ∑|𝜆𝑛 |2 ,
𝑛=𝑁

Furthermore, as known from Fourier Theory, 𝐿2
convergence does not necessarily imply pointwise
and uniform convergence. Here, however, in the
PSWF reconstruction, 𝐿2 convergence does imply
uniform convergence and there is no Gibbs-like
phenomenon. In fact, it can be shown that for all
𝑥0 ∈ [−1,1] we get (Appendix A):
𝑁−1

∞
𝑛≥𝑁

Figure 6. Numerical presentation of the PSWF eigenvalue
decay.

(19)

𝑛=0

∞

(21)

≤ √𝜔 | ∑ 𝜆𝑛 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥0 )| ,

𝑛=𝑁

𝑛=𝑁

which indicate the norm of the error.
The PSWF expansion is stable in the sense that a
small change in the coefficients {an }∞
n=0 causes
only a small change in the approximation error
(Appendix A):
𝑁−1

‖𝑦(𝑥) − ∑(𝑎𝑛 + Δ𝑎𝑛 ) ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖
𝑛=0

𝐿2 [−1,1]
∞

𝑁−1

≤ √√𝜔 ∑ |𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 |2 + √ ∑|Δ𝑎𝑛 |2 .
𝑛=𝑁

𝑛=0

(20)

which means that the error can be made as small
as desired independently of the represented signal.
Our analysis shows that most band-limited signals
can be reconstructed by approximately the ⌈4𝜔 +
6⌉ first eigenfunctions of PSWF. According
to (22), 𝜔|𝜆𝑛 |2 is the ratio between the PSWF
energy in [−1,1] to the PSWF total energy.
From (12), approximately the ⌈4𝜔 + 6⌉ first
eigenfunctions have significant energy inside
[−1,1] while other eigenfunctions have most of
their energy outside [−1,1]. As a result, only the
⌈4𝜔 + 6⌉ first eigenfunctions play a role in bandlimited signal approximation inside [−1,1]:
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𝜔|𝜆𝑛 |2 =

‖𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖2𝐿2[−1,1]
‖𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖2𝐿2[−∞,∞]

.

(22)

It is possible to perform numerical integration in
order
to
calculate
the
expansion
∞
coefficients {𝑎𝑛 }𝑛=0 . An apparent drawback of
numerical integration is the requirement for many
samples of the signal and thus greater complexity.
It is thus proposed to use an alternative approach
that utilizes the PSWF properties. The sampling is
not uniform, and in addition it requires a matrix
for vector multiplication. The expansion
coefficients are calculated using:

Figure 7 depicts numerical calculations of (27). As
a result, we can show that (see Appendix A):
∞

‖𝑎̃ − 𝑎‖𝑙 ≤ 2√𝜔 | ∑ 𝜆𝑛 𝑎𝑛 ∙ √𝑛 + 0.5| .
2

(28)

𝑛=𝑁

The reconstruction error of a band-limited signal
has two parts. The first part is due to the finite
expansion (18). The second part is due to the
expansion
coefficient
calculation
(23).
Combining (18), (20) and (28) yields:
𝑁−1

𝑎̃ = 𝛹

−1

(𝑥)𝑦(𝑥) ,

‖𝑦(𝑥) − ∑ 𝑎̃𝑛 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖

(23)

𝑛=0
∞

where:

≤
𝐿2 [−1,1]

(29)

∞

√𝜔 ∑ |𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 |2 + 2√𝜔 | ∑ 𝜆𝑛 𝑎𝑛 ∙ √𝑛 + 0.5| .

𝜓0 (𝑥0 )
⋮
𝛹(𝑥) = [
𝜓0 (𝑥𝑁−1 )

⋯
⋱
⋯

𝜓𝑁−1 (𝑥0 )
⋮
].
𝜓𝑁−1 (𝑥𝑁−1 )

𝑛=𝑁

𝑛=𝑁

(24)
Using (13) to evaluate the right hand side of (29)
we get:

The sampling points 𝑥0 , … , 𝑥𝑁−1 are the zeros of
the PSWF eigenfunction of order 𝑁. Since
{𝜓𝑛𝜔 }𝑁−1
𝑛=0 is a Chebyshev System [12], 𝛹(𝑥) is
invertible. Hence (24) is well defined.
After mathematical derivations we get (see
Appendix A):
‖𝑎̃ − 𝑎‖𝑙 ≤
2

∞
−1

‖𝛹(𝑥) ‖ √𝑁𝜔 | ∑ 𝜆𝑛 𝑎𝑛 ∙ √𝑛 + 0.5| ,
𝑙2

(25)

𝑛=𝑁

and
𝑇

(26)

𝑎 = [√𝜔𝜆0 𝑎0 , … , √𝜔𝜆𝑁−1 𝑎𝑁−1 ] .

From (25) it can be deduced that the coefficients
−1
error is proportional to ‖𝛹(𝑥𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑠 ) ‖ . Through

Figure 7. 𝜳(𝐱 𝐙𝐞𝐫𝐨𝐬 )
values are below the

−𝟏
𝟐

√𝑵

norm bound. As can be seen, all the
curve.

𝑙2

numerical analysis it can be shown that the
following holds:
−1

‖𝛹(𝑥𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑠 ) ‖ ≤
𝑙2

2
√𝑁

∞
2
√∑ |𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝜔
𝑛 | ≤ 𝑠𝑢𝑝 |𝑎𝑛 | ∙
𝑛=𝑁

.

𝑛≥𝑁

|𝜆𝜔
𝑁|
√1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂

,

(30)

(27)
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∞

| ∑ 𝜆𝜔
𝑛 𝑎𝑛 ∙ √𝑛 + 0.5|
𝑛=𝑁
∞

≤ √∑ |𝑎𝑛 |2 ∙

|𝜆𝜔
𝑁|

𝑛=𝑁

√𝑁 + 1
,
(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂 )

(31)

∞

𝑠𝑢𝑝|𝑎𝑛 | ≤ √∑ |𝑎𝑛 |2 ≤ ‖𝑦‖𝐿2 .
𝑛≥𝑁

(32)

𝑛=𝑁

Finally, it can be shown that (29) is bounded by
(see Appendix A):
∞

√𝜔√ ∑|𝑎𝑛 |2 ∙ |𝜆𝜔
𝑁| ∙ (
𝑛=𝑁

1
√1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂

+

2√ 𝑁 + 1
).
(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂 )

(33)

The reconstruction error bound is a product of
three factors. The first factor is the residue of the
signal’s series expansion, therefore bounded by
the signal’s energy (32). The second factor is the
PSWF eigenvalue of order 𝑁. The third factor is
proportional to √𝑁 + 1. According to (13), the
PSWF eigenvalues have more than exponential
decay. Consequently, (33) is dominated by the
PSWF eigenvalue of order 𝑁, and as such has
more than exponential decay.
Figure 8 depicts numerical calculation of the
reconstruction error bound without a signal
dependent factor:
√𝜔 ∙ |𝜆𝜔
𝑁| ∙ (

1
√1 −

𝑒 −2𝜂

+

2√ 𝑁 + 1
).
(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂 )

(34)

It is evident that contrary to the sampling theorem,
an additional sampling point results in significant
improvement of the reconstruction error. In
numerical experiments it is observed that the
reconstruction error bound is not tight and in the
vast majority of cases ⌈4𝜔⌉ + 4 samples will yield
good reconstructions.
3 RESULTS

Figure 8. Reconstruction Error Bound as a function of the
bandwidth for various numbers of sampling points.

number of samples, Monte-Carlo simulations [9]
were carried out in this work. As can be seen in
Figure 9, changing the number of samples for
example from ⌈4𝜔⌉ + 4 to ⌈4𝜔⌉ + 6 hardly
improves the approximation error for the uniform
method, while affecting the new proposed
approach significantly, by approximately 20𝑑𝐵. A
related two-dimensional result is shown in Fig. 10.
4 CONCLUSION
A new framework for digital signal representation
has been introduced in this work. We have
compared it with the standard bandlimited
interpolation and with a fast decaying kernel. The
main advantage of the new method over uniform
sampling is that here a small increase in
oversampling results in a significant decrease of
the approximation error. This behavior of the
approximation error is due to the fast decay of the
eigenvalues of the PSWF- λω
N for 𝑛 ≥ ⌈4𝜔⌉ + 6.
Our conclusion is that the proposed approach is
superior to presently available methods. The new
method could be instrumental in most practical
cases of processing of finite support
signals [10], [11], [13], [14], [15], especially in
cases where the sampling-interval multiplied by
the bandwidth is small.

In order to compare the two methods for the same
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Figure 10. The effect of the new approach on images. As
can be seen, in short finite-support signals (vertical segments
marked at the 2nd image from the left) the edges of the
segments are distorted when uniform sampling is used
(white vertical lines in the 3rd image from the left) while the
proposed
method
provides
superior
continuous
reconstruction (4th image).

1

=

𝑘
𝑛
)) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 − 2𝜔))
2𝜔
𝑑𝑥
𝑛
𝑘
2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
)
2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
)
2𝜔
2𝜔

𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −

∑ 𝐸{𝑐𝑘 𝑐𝑛 } ∫

∑

−1

𝑀≥|𝑛|>𝑁 𝑀≥|𝑘|>𝑁

2
𝑛
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
))
2𝜔
= 𝜎𝑐2 ∑ ∫ |
| 𝑑𝑥 .
𝑛
𝑐𝑘 – i.i.d
2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
)
𝑀≥|𝑛|>𝑁 −1
2𝜔
1

Designate:
2
𝑛
2
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
))
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜋(𝑛 − 2𝜔))
2𝜔
𝑃(𝑛) = ∫ |
|
𝑑𝑥
=
𝑛
2𝜋 2 𝜔(𝑛 − 2𝜔)
−1
2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
)
2𝜔
1

2

−

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜋(𝑛 + 2𝜔))
1
−
(𝑆𝐼(2𝜋(𝑛 − 2𝜔)) − 𝑆𝐼(2𝜋(𝑛 + 2𝜔))) ,
2𝜋 2 𝜔(𝑛 + 2𝜔)
2𝜋𝜔

while:
x

𝑆𝐼(𝑥) = ∫
0

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡 .
𝑡

Derivation of (17):
∞

Figure 9. Approximation error comparison. Shown are the
SNR (top) and the number of sample (bottom) as a function
of the signal bandwidth.

𝐷𝑒𝑓.

Derivation of (5):
2
𝑛
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
))
1
1
2𝜔
𝐸 {∫ |𝑠̂ (𝑥) − 𝑠(𝑥)|2 𝑑𝑥 } = 𝐸 {∫ | ∑ 𝑐𝑛
| 𝑑𝑥 }
𝑛
−1
−1 𝑀≥|𝑛|>𝑁
2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
)
2𝜔
=
2
𝑛
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
))
1
2𝜔
∫ 𝐸 {| ∑ 𝑐𝑛
| } 𝑑𝑥 =
𝑛
−1
2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
)
𝑀≥|𝑛|>𝑁
2𝜔

𝑘
𝑛
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
))
𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
))
1
2𝜔
2𝜔
∫ 𝐸 ( ∑ 𝑐𝑛
)
∑ 𝑐𝑘
𝑑𝑥
𝑛
𝑘
−1
2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
)
2𝜋𝜔 (𝑥 −
)
𝑀≥|𝑛|>𝑁
𝑀≥|𝑘|>𝑁
2𝜔
2𝜔
{
(
)}

=

𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

−∞

∫
−𝜔

1
√𝜔

𝜉
𝜓𝑛𝜔 ( ) 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑥𝜉 𝑑𝜉
𝜔

1

=

APPENDIX A

𝜔

ℱ −1 {𝛹𝑛 (𝜉)} = ∫ 𝛹𝑛 (𝜉)𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑥𝜉 𝑑𝜉

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

√𝜔 ∫ 𝜓𝑛𝜔 (𝑢)𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝜔𝑥𝑢 𝑑𝑢

=

𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛𝜔 (𝑥).

−1

Therefore:
𝑁−1

‖𝑌(𝜉) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝛹𝑛 (𝑢)‖
𝑛=0
𝑁−1

=

𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐿2 [−𝜔,𝜔]

‖𝑌(𝜉) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝛹𝑛 (𝑢)‖
𝑛=0
𝑁−1

=

𝐿2 [−∞,∞]

𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙 ′ 𝑠
𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦

‖𝑦(𝑥) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ ℱ −1 {𝛹𝑛 (𝜉)}‖
𝑛=0
𝑁−1

=

𝐸𝑞.
𝐿2 [−∞,∞] 𝐴𝑏𝑜𝑣𝑒

‖𝑦(𝑥) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛𝜔 (𝑥)‖
𝑛=0

.
𝐿2 [−∞,∞]

The result follows from convergence of the series in the frequency domain.
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𝜔

Derivation of (18):
‖𝑦(𝑥) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖
𝑛=0

∫ |𝑌(𝜉) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 𝛹𝑛 (𝜉)| 𝑑𝜉
𝑀

‖𝑦(𝑥) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖
𝑛=0

𝑛=0
𝑀−1

−𝜔
𝜔

≤

𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝐿2 [−1,1]

𝑀

+ ‖∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖
𝑛=𝑁

𝐿2 [−1,1]

𝜔
𝐿2 [−1,1]

≤

𝑛=0

𝑀→∞

2𝜔√ ∫ |𝑌(𝜉) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 𝛹𝑛 (𝜉)| 𝑑𝜉 →

0.

𝑛=0

Therefore, By taking 𝑀 → ∞:

𝐿2 [−∞,∞]

𝑀

2

𝑀−1

−𝜔

‖𝑦(𝑥) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖

≤

𝐶𝑎𝑢𝑐ℎ𝑦–𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑧
𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑛=0

−𝜔

𝑀
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦

𝑀−1

| ∫ (𝑌(𝜉) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 𝛹𝑛 (𝜉)) 𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑥0 𝜉 𝑑𝜉 | ≤

𝑁−1

𝑁−1

+ ‖∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖
𝑛=𝑁

.

∞

|𝑦(𝑥0 ) − √𝜔 ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥0 )| ≤ √𝜔 |∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥0 )| .

𝐿2 [−1,1]

𝑛=0

𝑛=𝑁

The second term is equal to:
𝑀

‖ ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖
𝑛=𝑁+1

Derivation of (25) and (29):

=

𝐿2 [−1,1]

−1

𝑀
2

√ ∑ ‖𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖
𝐿

2

𝑙2

2

= √𝜔 ∑ |𝜆𝑛 𝑎𝑛 |2 .
[−1,1]

𝑛=𝑁+1

−1

‖𝑎̃ − 𝑎‖𝑙 = ‖𝛹(𝑥) 𝑦(𝑥) − 𝑎‖ = ‖𝛹(𝑥) (𝑦(𝑥) − 𝛹(𝑥)𝑎)‖

𝑀

≤

𝑛=𝑁+1

𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

By taking 𝑀 → ∞ and using the orthogonality of {𝜓𝑛 }∞
𝑛=0 one can get the
result:

𝑙2

−1

‖𝛹(𝑥) ‖ ‖𝑦(𝑥) − 𝛹(𝑥)𝑎‖𝑙 .
𝑙2

2

Second term in the product:
𝑁−1

2

𝑁−1

2

𝑁−1

‖𝑦(𝑥) − 𝛹(𝑥)𝑎‖𝑙 = ∑ |𝑦(𝑥𝑚 ) − √𝜔 ∑ 𝜆𝑛 𝑎𝑛 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥𝑚 )| ≤

𝑀

𝑛=0

𝑚=0
𝑁−1

𝑛=𝑁+1

𝐿2 [−1,1]

21

2

≤ √𝜔 ∑ |𝜆𝑛 𝑎𝑛 |2 .

‖𝑦(𝑥) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖

𝑛=0
2

∞

𝑁−1

2

∞

∑ |∑ √𝜔𝜆𝑛 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥𝑚 )| ≤ ∑ |∑ √𝜔𝜆𝑛 𝑎𝑛 ∙ √𝑛 + 0.5|
7

𝑚=0 𝑛=𝑁

Derivation of (20):

𝑚=0 𝑛=𝑁

2

∞

= 𝑁𝜔 |∑ 𝜆𝑛 𝑎𝑛 ∙ √𝑛 + 0.5| .

𝑁−1

‖𝑦(𝑥) − ∑(𝑎𝑛 + Δ𝑎𝑛 ) ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖
𝑛=0

𝑛=𝑁

≤

From (27) stems:

𝑇𝑟𝑖
𝐿2 [−1,1]

∞

‖𝑎̃ − 𝑎‖𝑙 ≤ 2√𝜔 |∑ 𝜆𝑛 𝑎𝑛 ∙ √𝑛 + 0.5| .

𝑁−1

2

‖𝑦(𝑥) − ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖
𝑛=0

𝑛=𝑁
𝐿2 [−1,1]

𝑁−1

+ ‖∑ Δ𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖
𝑛=0

Derivation of (30):

.

𝐿2 [−1,1]
∞

Using:
𝑁−1

‖∑ Δ𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 √𝜔 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥)‖
𝑛=0

≤

|𝜆𝑛 √𝜔|≤1

∞

∞

𝜔
2
−𝜂(𝑛−𝑚) |2 = 𝜆𝜔 ∙ 𝑒 𝜂𝑚 √∑ 𝑒 −2𝜂𝑛 =
√∑|𝜆𝜔
𝑛 | ≤ 𝜆𝑚 ∙ √∑|𝑒
𝑚

= ‖(Δ𝑎0 ∙ 𝜆0 √𝜔, … , Δ𝑎𝑁−1 ∙ 𝜆𝑁−1 √𝜔)‖𝑙

2

𝐿2 [−1,1]

‖Δ𝑎‖𝑙 ,
2

𝑛=𝑁

𝑛=𝑁

1
1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂𝑁
𝑒 −2𝜂𝑁
𝜂𝑚 √
𝜂𝑚 √
𝜆𝜔
−
= 𝜆𝜔
𝑚∙𝑒
𝑚∙𝑒
1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂 1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂
1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂
= 𝜆𝜔
𝑚∙

one can obtain the result.

𝑁−1

𝑛=0
𝑀−1

∞

≤

𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒
𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑀−1

|𝑦(𝑥0 ) − √𝜔 ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥0 )| + √𝜔 | ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥0 )|.
𝑛=0

2
√∑|𝜆𝜔
𝑛| ≤
𝑛=𝑁

𝜆𝜔
𝑁
√1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂

.

.

Therefore:
∞

∞

2
𝜔 2
√∑|𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝜔
𝑛 | ≤ 𝑠𝑢𝑝|𝑎𝑛 | √∑|𝜆𝑛 | ≤ 𝑠𝑢𝑝|𝑎𝑛 | ∙

𝑀−1

𝑛=0

√1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂

𝑛=𝑁

First term:
|𝑦(𝑥0 ) − √𝜔 ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥0 )|

𝑒 −𝜂(𝑁−𝑚)

By choosing 𝑚 = 𝑁:

Derivation of (21):
|𝑦(𝑥0 ) − √𝜔 ∑ 𝑎𝑛 ∙ 𝜆𝑛 ∙ 𝜓𝑛 (𝑥0 )|

𝑛=𝑁

=

𝑛=𝑁

𝑛≥𝑁

𝑛=𝑁

𝑛≥𝑁

|𝜆𝜔
𝑁|
√1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂

.

𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙 ′ 𝑠
𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦
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∞

2
√∑|𝑎𝑛 |2 √ ∑ |𝜆𝜔
𝑛−1 | 𝑛 .
𝑛=𝑁

[2]

𝑛=𝑁+1

From
∞

∞

𝜔
2
−𝜂(𝑛−1−𝑚) |2 =
√ ∑ |𝜆𝜔
𝑛−1 | 𝑛 ≤ 𝜆𝑚 ∙ √ ∑ 𝑛|𝑒
𝑛=𝑁+1

𝑛=𝑁+1
∞

𝜆𝜔
𝑚

∙𝑒

𝜂(𝑚+1)

√ ∑

𝑛𝑒 −2𝜂𝑛

.

𝑛=𝑁+1

By using:
𝑁−1

∑ 𝑛 ∙ 𝑒 −𝑎𝑛 =
𝑛=0

𝑒 −𝑎 − 𝑒 −𝑎𝑁 (𝑒 −𝑎 + 𝑁 − 𝑁𝑒 −𝑎 )
,
(1 − 𝑒 −𝑎 )2

∞

∞

𝑁

∑ 𝑛𝑒 −2𝑎∙𝑛 = ∑ 𝑛𝑒 −2𝑎∙𝑛 − ∑ 𝑛𝑒 −2𝑎∙𝑛 =
𝑛=𝑁+1

𝑛=0

𝑛=0

𝑒 −2𝑎(𝑁+1) (𝑒 −2𝑎 + (𝑁 + 1) − (𝑁 + 1)𝑒 −2𝑎 )
,
(1 − 𝑒 −2𝑎 )2
we get:
∞

𝜆𝜔
𝑚

∙𝑒

−𝜂(𝑚+1)

√ ∑

𝑛𝑒 −2𝜂𝑛

=

𝑛=𝑁+1

𝑒 −𝜂(𝑁+1) √𝑒 −2𝜂 + (𝑁 + 1) − (𝑁 + 1)𝑒 −2𝜂
𝜂(𝑚+1)
𝜆𝜔
.
𝑚∙𝑒
1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂
By choosing 𝑚 = 𝑁:
√𝑁 + 1
≤ 𝜆𝜔
.
𝑁 ∙
1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂
As a consequence:
∞

∞

|∑ 𝜆𝜔
𝑛 𝑎𝑛 ∙ √𝑛 + 0.5|
𝑛=𝑁

≤

𝐶𝑎𝑢𝑐ℎ𝑦–𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑧
𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

√∑|𝑎𝑛 |2 ∙ 𝜆𝜔
𝑁 ∙
𝑛=𝑁

√𝑁 + 1
.
1 − 𝑒 −2𝜂
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ABSTRACT
In recent era popularity of E-education has been
increased. Task of selecting an appropriate content for
right education become a real challenge. This paper
outline a semantic web based approach for E-learning
using the static corpus platform. Adaptive hypermedia
semantics technology using the available content
become a one of the feasible solution for E-learning. In
this paper, we describe a structure that use the semantic
technology for exploring the database information by
allowing intelligent navigation, personalize of
information, retrieval of information by searching and
querying. We also describe in detail about the webbased annotation and visualization of content and way
to explore the personalized information in both printed
and handwritten format on same viewport. The purpose
tool also supports the functionality of finding,
manipulation and organization of the new content.

KEYWORDS
Corpus-based language learning, Corpus integration,
Web based interface, ICT, Corpus education.

1 INTRODUCTION
The current web-based design is performing the
interpretation between the systems and humans. In
digital trends of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT), the medium of education
gradually being a part of on-line education or
system based education instead of documents

based education. The general awareness and
prominence of digital communication technology
increasing day by day between the peoples.
Today’s education sources mainly depend on the
computer, mobile, and the internet. Semantic webbased technology is utilizing these sources
fruitfully. The semantic-based corpus structure is
platform independent and can be accessed on any
internet connected devices. Semantic web-based
technology is useful for build a system that can
support both web plus data or sorting of data from
the database. Semantic web provides a useful way
to develop the system that can support the
interpretation of various computer and mobile
devices over the network.
The evolution of corpus-based linguistic and
language learning has gained prominence over the
last four decades. The strength of corpus can be
defined as the large collection of natural language
texts, where the genre of text may be handwritten,
spoken and printed to characterize all hypothesis
about the language. The evolution of Corpus
linguistic is started from since 1980. From 1990’s
researchers increased the interest in applying the
findings of corpus-based research to language
pedagogy. The upsurge interest of researcher’s
community towards the teaching and language
corpus can be seen from the following literature
[1]-[9]. Wichmann [10] observed a direct or
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indirect convergence
teaching.

between

corpora

and

As from the available sources, it has noted that
during the development of the corpus main focus
was given to the utilization of corpus in the field
of linguistic or natural language processing
domain. Therefore, the aim of the development of
a corpus is surrounding around the document
specific instead of the corpus structure. Lack of
standard tool to collaboration between language
teaching and corpus can be considered as one of
the reasons for slower development of corpus
based education. Considering these issues, we
build a structure where the user can explore the
both handwritten document and associated the
computer readable information on the same
platform simultaneously. Because so far there
does not exist a structure where we can explore
both the handwritten image and associated
Information simultaneously.
Here, we deign a structure where the material of
printed, Unicode or handwritten text can explore
on a single system. The Same viewport displays
the electronic text along with the handwritten
image of that text. For learning a language
handwritten part is also playing an important role
because the style of writing for same text may be
different based on writers. In some cases, the
characters take a different shape during the
writing. For example in the language Urdu writers
can join the characters at the time of writing which
looks different from the printed texts also called
ligatures.
The structure we have developed for building a
corpus considers a paragraph or full-length
sentences. Where user can explore the detail of
each paragraph in both top-down or bottom-up
approach. From the word we can reach at the
sentence to find out the uses and meaning of
words in this sentence and the image of
handwritten word display at side panel. An
annotated information has associated with each
words such as: synonyms, antonyms grammatical
information (Noun, Pronoun, Verb, etc.) of the
word to build a dictionary.

Structure also allow user to personalize navigation
to explore the information and user able to
download the desired result in Unicode,
handwritten or XML format.
The paper is organized as, Section II, background
study of the corpus to explore the direct or indirect
contribution of different types of corpora in
language teaching and learning. Section III
Describe the process of personalizing of the
corpus for making it suitable for E-learning.
Section IV discusses the structure of web based
system. Section V describes the mapping of
coordinates with structure for visualization of
handwritten text region. At last in section VI
conclusions are presented.
2 BACKGROUND STUDY
Large scale computerized collection of realistic
texts samples are stored in a systematic way to use
in the vast field of linguistic research for various
purposes. Corpora are significant for the
lexicographers in several ways. Machine readable
nature of corpus giving the greatest advantage in
the lexicography. That allows language learners to
extract all authentic information about the lexical
item with typical real life examples. Corpora could
be used extensively to provide more accurate
descriptions about the use of language, language
testing [14] and design syllabuses including
teaching materials [11][13]. Coniam [15] shown
the demonstration about the development of test
materials and optimize the test procedures with the
processing of an annotated corpus as a training
database.
Linguistic finding out driven from the corpus is
divided into two types based on extraction process
and their results [12]. Corpus-driven linguistic is a
bottom-up approach where finding is validated by
corpus evidence and meaning of words has to be
negotiated during the annotation. Corpus-based
linguistic is a top-down approach where meaning
is first made and corpus data is used for testing
and improve the prior knowledge [30][31]. In this
case, the finding is validated by grammatical
features such as antonyms, synonyms, and
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tagging. Types of the corpus are mainly divided in
the following terms:
• Spoken Vs. Written
• Static Vs. Dynamic
• Plain Vs. Annotated
• Parallel or Multilingual

education. Second, most of the corpus are built to
fulfill
research
requirement
during
the
development most concern is surrounding on
document specific instead of the corpus structure.

These typologies of the corpus are defined the
terms relevance to corpus. For example, plain
corpora are raw collection of text while annotated
corpora associate the mark-up information with
plain texts. It can be an analysis that none of the
corpora is superior to the rest because each corpus
has different utilization based on the nature of
corpus, the parallel corpus is useful for translation
and making bilingual dictionaries.

In this paper, we have designed a closed Corpus
adaptive system. The structure can operate on the
documentation that has been developed using this
structure. Where the relation between the
documentation and systems are defined at the time
of systems design. But the design of the structure
is flexible, the desired document can be annotated
as per requirement.

Corpus linguistic found useful to reveal hidden
facts of language such as grammatical,
morphological, syntactically and semantic [32]. In
1995, Susan, argues the first time to use the
computer-stored English corpus for grammar
awareness [26]. Based on the argument they
observed that use of corpus provides an excellent
data for doing grammar. General corpora like
British National Corpus (BNC) [25] is a static
corpus having an extensive collection of spoken
and written text sample around 100 million words.
These large corpora are providing many features
which is helpful for research as well as learning
The English language, and it is also divided into
subcorpus for analysis on particular domain. Open
American National Corpus (OANC) [27] is
another example of the corpus that focus on the
American
English.
COCA
(Corpus
of
Contemporary American English) [28] is a
collection of texts from spoken and printed. The
structure of COCA corpus allows the user to
search the words, phrases, and grammatical
constructions.
Some books and work explore the techniques and
way to the utilization of corpus in the field of
teaching and learning using the corpus [1]-[10].
However, application of corpus linguistics in the
area of education is not extent as it expected. One
reason is that teachers and learners do not adopt
the ideology and technique of corpora based

3 STRUCTURE OF CALAM

Corpus development focus was independent of the
structure, which make it difficult to available the
corpus for teaching and learning the language. In
our work, we designed a structure where a
developer can build a corpus to display
handwritten text and corresponding transcription
on the same screen. The name of structure to
develop and annotate corpus is CALAM (Cursive
and Language adaptive methodology). The salient
features of the structures is as following:
•

•
•
•

Structure providing the following functionality
to develop a standard corpus in systematic way
for various purpose. The corresponding
brackets shows the availability of function
according to users:
o Insert(developer)
o Delete(developer)
o XML Markup Generation(user)
o Select
color
Scheme
(theme
layout)(user)
o Update(Edit Data)(developer)
o Search(to search the information from
database using keyword, ID)(user)
o A to Z(word list)(user)
Nature of structure is platform independent it
can be access with any devices.
Structure currently supporting 3 languages, but
it can be extend to support for other languages.
For balancing among the contents/material
domain of data-collection is distributed among
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•
•
•
•
•
•

6 categories which is further divided into
subcategories.
Handwritten data collection form is designed
in a specific way to collect large amount of
printed and handwritten texts together.
For each handwritten paragraph, sentences,
lines and word, transcription electronic text
display in side panel.
Information can be retrieve from the corpora,
either in form of image, cluster list, paragraph,
and word list.
Calculate the frequency of words occurrence
with their uses.
XML file format in a hierarchical manner
having complete information for research
findings.
Enable user to explore the list of vocabulary
and grammar structures.

4 PERSONALIZE FOR E-LEARNING
From the educational perspective, the corpus is an
enormous collection of documents material that
covers various topics. Each user has different
requirement related to contents. So it is desirable
to personalize the content based on need.
The structure provides support for extraction of
required data from texts, processing and
interpretation of the output according to user
needs. Software has a number of advantages from
a user perspective: it produces the list of words,
count the frequency and occurrences of individual
search items, allow user to present and
organization of data in a way that facilitates the
identification of patterns.
Figure 1 shows the block architecture for retrieval
and personalizes of information. The content can
be explored on any internet connected devices
computer, or mobile and database will be stored
on the server side. A layer of personalizing of
information is work for filtering and extraction the
desired data from the corpus, deliver presentation
of requested content according to needs. A web
based structure CALAM having potential to use

the corpus for teaching and learning the purpose
and facilitates it with the following functionality:
•
•
•
•
•

Make the corpus relevant for teacher and
learners.
Design corpus-aided activity to retrieval
information easily.
Enrich in language knowledge and variations.
Able to store and explore natural collection of
language patterns instead of abstract
explanations, showing realistic in use.
Revealing the trends of historical changes in
language.

4.1 Term-based content modeling and filtering
In [22] [23], describe a web based approach to the
annotating corpus to support e-learning. In our
approach of annotation, an automatic indexing of
structured content is associated with the
programming code that will be applied for both
fetching and extraction of data. Entry of new
document added and modelled manually based on
the content category while the requested
information filtering and retrieval can be done
automatically based on same content terms.
Annotation could help learners in highlighting the
most significant part of a text, they can get more
ideas about the selected texts parts.
4.2 Intelligent navigation and Information
extraction
We designed Graphical User Interface (GUI), a
web application called CALAM that enables the
user to select data from the corpus and provide the
facility for the developer to annotate the corpus by
indexing the content automatically in the database.
Reouf[24] also purposed a system to integrate the
web based corpus linguistic.
As a result, the user can select among several of
options for display the extraction information, or
can download the selected portions of the corpus
and annotations in their original scanned
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Fig. 1: Block level architecture of corpus personalization.

handwritten format, Unicode or XML format. The
delivery of requested content is processed by
merging the annotations and rendering them in the
desired output format, then resulted output is
available for download. Thus, the developer can
create a customized corpus with data and
annotations of their choice, and the result of
requested content can be delivered in the most
convenient way.
4.3 Semantic tagging

of words in alphabetical order and the total
number of words.
5 MAPPING BASED ON COORDINATES
INFORMATION
For the better visualization of handwritten text and
corresponding text a mapping has been done in the
structure. Mapping of structure is done at four
level: image, line, word and character for depth
information of materials.

Strongest features of the corpus are to build
dictionaries with realistic text samples. In 1987,
Collins developed a first fully corpus-based
dictionary Cobuild[16] for The English language.
After the Cobuild dictionary, corpus was
frequently used to build the dictionaries for the
modern languages such as: [17] Spanish, [18]
German, [19] Portuguese, [20] French and [21]
Chinese.

5.1 Image contents

Tagging is not only the information that can be
added to the corpus while it makes corpus
beneficial for the non-specialist language learner.
An annotated information has associated with each
word such as: synonyms, antonyms grammatical
information (Noun, Pronoun, Verb, etc.) of the
word. Functionality of A to Z, display all the list

5.2 Lines spotting

The information associate with image is as
following:
• Text(handwritten texts of image)
• Number of lines(handwritten lines in
image)
• Information added to available corpus for
research purpose.

In next step when user select particular line from
the side panel. The line automatically crop from
image and display along with the line image and
transcription information.
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•
•
•
•

ID: An auto-indexing number generated
automatically based on the image
Text(handwritten text of line)
Pixel information of textual region is
stored in database for highlight the
handwritten text for better visualization.
Number of Words in Line

Based on selected region the structure
automatically fetch the coordinates of line pixels
such as upper X, lower X, upper Y, lower Y and
calculate the Width and Height from X, Y
coordinate. When cursor move on line ID a
rectangle box will show around that line in side
panel. This rectangle box will generate according
to our coordinates of X, Y height and weight
information which we taken during the crop of
line. When we select the line the crop image of
line will display along with the information.
5.3 Words spotting
In continuation of line user can select particular
word from the side panel. The word automatically
crop from image and display along with word
information.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ID: which is automatically generated based
on the line ID
Pixels information of textual region
Text(handwritten text of word)
Number of characters in Line
Synonyms
Antonyms
TAG

Same process of line it will follow for the words.
At the time of exploring information user can
move back to line for finding the uses of word in
sentence. This level of navigation explore the
words with synonyms, antonyms together.
5.4 Characters spotting
To categorize the word and explore the
combination of characters a rectangle box will
show around that character in side panel on image.
This rectangle box will generate according to our

coordinates of
information.

X,

Y

height

and

weight

6 CONCLUSION
In this work, we tried to bring both handwritten
and printed text on the same platform. The
material of handwritten documents and
corresponding transcription text useful for the
learner to explore the style of writing for Eeducation. The aim of work described in this paper
is to design a structure where a corpus can be built
for the various purpose including the education.
Structure allows users to design a customized
corpus,
including
handwritten
document,
annotations, transcription text of their choice and
they can download the desired result in a format of
their choosing. The web application, together with
additional tools encoded data and annotations for
various purpose NLP systems, build the
dictionary, and vocabulary of antonyms and
synonyms, frequency of words and uses of the
word in sentences. The structure provides support
for the selection and distribution of personalized
e-learning content (e.g. graphics and text) to elearners that will best suit for user’s interests and
goals, meet their formatting preferences.
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